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ABSTRACT

Fully differential cross sections (FDCS) have been measured for single
ionization of H2 by 75 keV proton impact with varying transverse coherence
length of the projectiles. As reported in recent years, the scattering angle
dependence of the doubly differential cross sections (DDCS) are significantly
affected by the projectile coherence properties. The interference structures were
observed for the coherent beam, however were absent for an incoherent beam.
Interestingly, the FDCS measurements for fixed momentum transfer do not suggest
significant

differences

between

the

coherent

and

incoherent

cross

sections.

However, for the FDCS with fixed recoil-ion momentum, clear differences
between the two has been established. This suggests that the momentum-transfer
vector determines the phase angle in the interference term, which is the ratio
between coherent and incoherent cross sections. Earlier, the phase angle entering
in molecular two-center interference was believed to be determined by the recoilion momentum vector.
Recently, a theoretical study was reported which acknowledges that the
measured DDCS mentioned above are affected by projectile coherence effects,
however, suggests that this should not be seen as wave-packet (de)coherence
effect. While our data do not disprove this assertion entirely, this theoretical
analysis did not pass an experimental test proposed by its authors and performed
within the research project for this thesis.
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SECTION

1. INTRODUCTION
Atomic collision experiments have significantly contributed to laying the
foundation of Modern Physics. Over a century ago, Rutherford achieved a major step in
uncovering the structure of atoms and their constituents by studying collisions of alpha
particles with gold atoms. Although, a thorough understanding of atoms had to await the
development of Quantum Mechanics, which started more than fifteen years after
Rutherford’s experiment, his work led to the fundamentally important realization that
atoms are essentially “empty”. Furthermore, Rutherford was the first to recognize the
analogy between the motion of the electrons about the nucleus of an atom and the solar
system.
After decades of advancement in both experimental and theoretical research in the
field, the structure of atoms is essentially understood, at least for atoms (or ions)
containing only one electron. Many electron atoms still represent some challenges. These
challenges are due to the fact that the Schrödinger equation is not analytically solvable
for more than two mutually interacting particles, even if the underlying force(s) are
precisely known. This difficulty is known as the “Few-Body Problem” (FBP) in Physics.
As far as the properties of stationary atoms are concerned, accurate solutions can
nevertheless often be obtained by using numerical methods like e.g. the Hartree-Fock
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approach. However, our understanding of dynamic few body sytems, like e.g. atomic
fragmentation processes, is much less comprehensive.
Atomic collision experiments are particularly well suited for the study of the
dynamic few-body problem, primarily, because of two core reasons [1, 2]. Firstly, the
underlying electromagnetic force is essentially understood. In contrast, in nuclear physics
experiments, this advantage does not hold because the strong and the weak forces are not
nearly as well understood as the electromagnetic force. Therefore, it is usually not clear
whether experiments test the theoretical description of the underlying force(s) or of the
few-body dynamics. Secondly, the number of particles involved in a collision process can
be controlled to a very small number. In contrast, condensed matter systems, for example,
involve a very large number of particles of the order of Avogadro’s number. Therefore, it
is not possible to extract complete kinematic information on an individual particle level
from the experiment. Rather, only statistically averaged or collective quantities can be
measured. Hence, a potential lack of understanding of the few-body dynamics could be
hidden (“averaged out”) in the statistics over a very large particle number. In contrast, for
atomic collisions the particle number is small (≈ 3 to 5) enough to make kinematically
complete experiments feasible, i.e. experiments in which the complete momentum vector
of every single particle in the system is determined.
In a collision process, a large variety of processes can occur e.g. electron capture,
target ionization, excitation etc. The single ionization process represents an ideal case for
the study of the few-body dynamics because there are at least three particles (the ejected
electron, the recoiling target ion, and the scattered projectile) involved in the final state of
the system. In contrast, processes like electron capture and excitation kinematically
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represent a two-body system because the electrons remain bound to one of the collision
partners), which makes it less sensitive to the few-body dynamics.
The most detailed information about ionization can be obtained from a
kinematically complete experiment. This can be done by the complete momentum
measurement of any two of the three final state collision fragments i.e. scattered
projectile, ejected electron and recoiling residual target ion. As the initial state
momentum is precisely known the momentum of the third fragment can be determined by
the kinematic conservation laws. From such kinematically complete data the fully
differential cross sections (FDCS) can be extracted, which provide the most
comprehensive information about the collision process.
The field of charged particles collisions involves three segments i.e. collisions
with electrons, positrons and with ions as projectiles. For electron impact collision
experiments, the direct projectile momentum measurements are less tedious than for
heavy ion impact collisions because the electrons are far less massive than ions. As a
result, deflections after the interaction with the target atom or molecule are in the range of
degrees (rather than sub-mrad in the case of ions) and therefore detection of both the
projectile and the ejected electron can be done with sufficient angular resolution.
The very first FDCS measurements for the single ionization of helium by electron
impact were performed more than four decades ago [3]. The results obtained were
compared to calculations based on the elementary Lippmann - Schwinger equation.
Initially, only marginal agreement between theory and experiment was achieved.
However, for electron impact ionization, the developments of sophisticated non-
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perturbative models finally resulted in very good agreement with experimental data more
than two decades later, even close to threshold, which previously was regarded as a
particularly challenging regime [4].
For heavy-ion projectiles, on the other hand, not only the projectile deflections are
often in the sub milliradians (mrad) or even sub microradians (µrad) range, as mentioned
above, but also the energy loss relative to the initial energy (which determines the
magnitude of the final projectile momentum) is very small. In fact, for fast and/or heavy
ions both the scattering angle and the energy loss are immeasurably small [6]. The FDCS
measurements involving the direct momentum analysis of scattered projectile ions are
only feasible for light ions of energies up to approximately 200 keV using the unique
recoil-ion/projectile momentum spectrometer at Missouri S & T.
Before the relatively recent and substantial advancements in the FDCS
measurement techniques, many experimental limitations persisted in the regime of
kinematically complete experiments even for electron impact ionization studies [4, 8]. In
order to obtain comprehensive and detailed information about the FDCS with large
efficiencies, the momentum spectra of the collision fragments should ideally be measured
with 4π solid angle. In the early experiments, this was not feasible and therefore FDCS
measurements were rather limited in the accessible kinematic range. Because of the
aforementioned additional problems, FDCS measurements for ion impact were not
possible at all until about 15 years ago.
This changed dramatically with the development of Cold Target Recoil Ion
Momentum Spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) in combination with two-dimensional position-
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sensitive detection techniques [9-10]. With this method, it became feasible to measure the
complete momentum vectors for the recoil ions with high resolution and large solid
angle. For ion-impact collisions, because of the problems mentioned above, the direct
measurement of projectile momentum spectra is only achievable for light ions at small
and intermediate projectile energies. Therefore, in this regime the momentum of the
ejected electron can be determined by directly measuring the projectile and the recoil-ion
momentum vectors and applying the kinematic conservation laws. However, due to sub
µrad deflections for very large projectile energies (and/or heavy ions), the projectile
momentum can only be determined by using reversed kinematics. Here, the electron and
the recoil-ion momenta are directly measured and the conservation laws determine the
deflected projectile momentum. Additionally, all the momentum measurements could be
performed with nearly 4π solid angle and hence the accessible kinematic range of
reaction dynamics was greatly enhanced. This dissertation, deals with light ion impact
collisions at intermediate energies, where the direct projectile momentum measurement is
still very challenging, but feasible.
An important parameter characterizing ion-atom collisions is the projectile charge
to speed ratio “η”, which in the literature is known as the perturbation parameter. For
collisions with large projectile energies, where η is very small compared to unity,
measured FDCS have been fairly well reproduced by both perturbative and nonperturbative models [2, 5-7, 13-14]. But, this good agreement was achieved only for very
specific kinematic regime i.e. when the electron is ejected into the scattering plane, which
is the plane spanned by the initial projectile momentum vector p0 and the momentum
transfer vector q. For this specific regime even the First Born Approximation (FBA)
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models reproduced experimental results satisfactorily. Thus, until about a decade ago it
was believed that the collision dynamics, at least for very small η, was basically

Figure 1.1: Three-dimensional ejected electron momenta for ionization of He by 100
MeV/a.m.u. C6+. (a) Experiment (b) 3DW calculations (c) FBA convoluted with
classical elastic scattering.

understood [1, 3, 18]. But then, with the advent of COLTRIMS, FDCS measurements
outside the scattering plane also became feasible and, surprisingly, significant qualitative
discrepancies for ion impact collisions were observed in this region [12-14].
In Fig. 1.1(a), a measured fully differential three-dimensional angular distribution
of the ejected electrons is plotted for single ionization of He by 100 MeV/a.m.u C6+ ions.
The projectile momentum p0 represents the direction of the incident projectile beam,
which, conventionally, is the z-axis and q represents the direction of the momentum
transfer vector, which is the vector difference of the initial and the final projectile
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momentum. Fig. 1(b) shows the three-dimensional angular distribution of the ejected
electron, based on the three-body distorted wave (3DW) calculations [19]. The 3DW
model is a fully quantum mechanical model, which perturbatively treats higher-order
contributions in all interactions within the various particle pairs in the collision system in
the initial- and final-state wavefunctions.
Theory predicts a pronounced double peak structure separated by a distinct
minimum at the origin (Fig. 1(b)), however, this minimum is almost entirely filled up in
the experimental results (Fig. 1(a)). The larger peak In Fig. 1(b), which is in the direction
of q, is known as the binary peak in the literature. The binary peak exists due to a binary
interaction (i.e. the target nucleus remains passive) between the projectile and the
electron to be ejected. The smaller peak in the direction opposite to q is known as the
recoil peak. The recoil peak emerges due to the backscattering of the ejected electron
(following the primary interaction with the projectile) because of its interaction with the
target nucleus. Despite good agreement in the scattering plane, surprising discrepancies
can be observed in the perpendicular plane, which is the plane perpendicular to the
scattering plane that contains p0. All fully quantum mechanical models display similar
discrepancies e.g. [13, 18-22]. In some of the theoretical papers it was reported that these
discrepancies might merely be due to resolution effects [15, 16], but these claims were
experimentally refuted soon after [17,18]. It was realized that the resolution effects
suggested were only due to the incorrect target temperature used for the calculations,
which was overestimated by an order of magnitude compared to the actual temperature
realized in the experiments.
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Surprisingly, a relatively simple semi-classical model Fig. 1(c) very nicely
reproduced the experimental data in Fig. 1(a) [17, 18]. In this model, the FBA was
convoluted with classical elastic scattering, between the projectile and the target nucleus,
by the Monte Carlo Event Generator (MCEG) technique [17,18]. Initially, a theoretical
event-file is generated. The event file consists of the momentum components of all
collision fragments for a large number of ionization events simulated based on the FDCS
calculated with the FBA, which does not account for the projectile – target nucleus
interaction. Then this interaction was added retroactively by adding an appropriate
momentum transfer, determined from a classical impact parameter approach, to the
different momentum components in the event file, on an event-by-event basis. Moreover,
the experimental resolution can also be modeled by this technique. Surprisingly, this
model displayed much better agreement with the experimental data than fully quantummechanical calculations. This raised the question whether this unexpected success was
fortuitous or whether it was indicative of some problem that all fully quantummechanical problems had in common and which for some reason did not affect the semiclassical approach based on the MCEG technique.
Recently, Egodapitiya et al. suggested that the discrepancies to fully quantummechanical calculations might be due to unrealistic assumptions regarding the projectile
coherence properties [23]. As discussed earlier, these models share one fundamental
feature; they all assume that the projectile is completely delocalized i.e. the wave-packet
has an infinite width. Therefore, the projectile is theoretically presumed to be coherent to
the target, however, experimentally it might not always be coherent. Particularly, in fast
heavy ion collision experiments, the projectile wave-packet can rather be very well
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localized due to the tiny de Broglie wavelength i.e. the wave-packet has a very small
width, which can make the beam incoherent over the dimensions of the target atom.
One possibility to test a potential influence of the projectile coherence properties
on the cross sections is to study ionization of molecular targets like e.g. H2. It is well
established that the molecular two-center or Young double-slit type of interference can be
observed in the projectile scattering angles dependence of the collision cross sections[24].
The indistinguishable diffraction of the incoming projectile wave from the two atomic
centers can give rise to interference structures. Such interference structures were first
predicted by Tuan and Gerjuoy [25] for a charge transfer process, where an electron from
H2 is captured by a proton and successively by Cohen and Fano for photoionization of
electrons from molecular hydrogen, where the interference patterns were seen in the
angular distribution of ejected electron spectrum [26]. For heavy ion collisions, the
interference structures were first observed for electron capture from a molecular
deuterium target by bare oxygen ions [27]. Similar effects were later observed for various
electron impact experiments as well as heavy ion impact collision experiments with
different diatomic targets [28-31]. Moreover, Schmidt et al. reported an experiment in
which molecular, H2+, projectiles were collided with a monoatomic target (He) [33].
They observed a pronounced interference structure in the transverse momentum transfer
spectrum for dissociative electron transfer from the target to the H2+ ion and another
similar experiment was reported very recently for a different reaction channel [34].
However, one essential requirement for the occurrence of molecular two-center
interference is that the TCL should be larger than the inter-nuclear separation. In that
case both atomic centers of the molecule are simultaneously illuminated by the incoming
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projectile wave. If, on the other hand, the TCL is smaller than the internuclear separation
then only one atomic center can be illuminated at a time and consequently no interference
can occur. In 2000, Keller et al. reported an experimental study on diffraction of slow
atomic projectiles from a periodic potential generated by laser field. They were able to
control the TCL by changing the width of the collimating slit, using the well-established
formulism in Optics, that TCL = λL/2a , where λ is the de-Broglie wavelength of the
projectile beam, L is the distance between the target and the collimating slits and a is the
width of the collimating slits [36]. They thereby demonstrated that by varying the slit
width (or distance to the target) it is possible to control whether or not an interference
pattern is present in the measured angular distribution of the diffracted projectiles.
Egodapitiya et al. measured the doubly differential cross sections (DDCS),
differential in the energy loss and in the solid angles of the projectiles, for both a coherent
and an incoherent projectile beam [23]. They controlled the TCL by changing L, the
distance between the target jet and the collimating slits. The collimating slit closer to the
target i.e. the smaller TCL represented the incoherent projectile beam and the slit located
farther away from the target i.e. the larger TCL represented the coherent projectile beam.
They observed significant differences in the DDCS between the coherent and the
incoherent projectile beam. The scattering angle dependence of the coherent DDCS
appeared to be oscillating about the one for the incoherent DDCS. Also, quite
remarkably, the DDCS for the incoherent projectile beam were found to be very similar
to twice the DDCS measured for the atomic hydrogen target under similar experimental
conditions [37].
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In analogy to classical optics, the coherent cross sections can be expressed as the
incoherent cross sections times the interference term (IT):

( DDCS )coherent = ( DDCS )incoherent * IT

[1]

Therefore, IT can be written as the ratio between the coherent and the incoherent cross
sections, and for molecular two-center interference is given by [28, 35]

IT = ⎡⎣ 1 + cos ( prec . D) ⎤⎦ =

[ 1 + cos δ ]

[2]

if the molecular orientation is fixed. Here, prec represents the recoil momentum vector
and D is the inter-nuclear separation vector. The term “prec . D”, in the above-mentioned
equation, is the phase angle δ, which depends upon the orientation of the molecule
relative to prec. If the orientation of the molecule cannot be determined in the experiment,
IT has to be averaged over all possible molecular orientations. For a random orientation
this yields
IT = ⎡⎣ 1 + ( sin δ ) / δ ⎤⎦

[3]

Although the experiment performed by Egodapitiya et al. in [23] illustrated
coherence effects for H2 (molecular target), it did not yet provide ultimate evidence that
the discrepancies observed for ionization of He (atomic target) by C6+ in [1] are also due
to projectile coherence effect. Very recently, Wang et al. performed an analogous
experiment to C6+ + He experiment [1] by keeping the same perturbation parameter η
[38]. Moreover, the crucial feature of this experiment was that the projectile (proton)
beam was much more coherent. Theoretically, both the experiments should result in
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practically identical FDCS. However, in the p + He case [38] the minimum at the origin
appeared to be more pronounced relative to the C6+ + He experiment [1] see Fig. 1.1).
The minimum is a signature of destructive interference and the “filling up” of the
minimum in the case of the C6+ projectiles can thus be associated with the incoherence of
the projectile beam which results from the tiny de Broglie wave length of such a heavy
and very fast ion.
Obviously, for an atomic target any coherence effects cannot be related to
molecular two-center interference. Instead, it has been proposed that these effects are due
to an atomic single-center path-interference. The coherent sum of first- and higher-order
transition amplitudes, involving e.g. the projectile – target nucleus interaction, can give
rise to such type of interference. The impact parameter dependence for the first- and
higher-order contributions to the cross sections at a fixed scattering angle is usually quite
different. This type of interference can therefore also be viewed as interference between
different impact parameters leading to the same scattering angle.
The motivations for this dissertation were manifold. First, to investigate the
projectile coherence effects for a different reaction channel, which were performed by
measurements of singly differential cross sections (SDCS) for single electron capture
from H2 by 75 keV proton impact. The primary advantage of this particular reaction
channel is that the entire momentum is transferred to the recoil ion. Therefore, the phase
angle δ in the interference term is better defined. Additionally, unlike the ionization
experiment [23], the coherent and the incoherent cross sections can be measured in the
same experimental run and therefore the possibility of these effects being due to different
experimental conditions can be ruled out.
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As discussed earlier, for the ionization of He, Wang et al. reported the contraction
of the momentum distribution at the origin due to higher transverse coherence length of
the projectiles as compared to [1]. This contraction was proposed due to atomic-path
interference. The SDCS measurements were performed for single electron capture from
He and H2 by 25 keV protons with varied coherence length. For He, this experiment
provides a direct investigation of atomic-path interference, as two-center interference can
be ruled out completely. However, for H2, both types of interferences could be present.
Therefore, one goal of this study was to see which type of interference could be observed
or whether one is dominant over the other.
Despite the above-mentioned advantages of the single electron capture
experiments in understanding the role of projectile coherence in a collision process there
is one fundamental limit to the information one can obtain, in general, about the
interference term. This is due to the fact that the single capture is kinematically a twobody process and the momentum is transferred entirely to the recoil-ion. Therefore, the
phase angle in the interference term depends solely on prec ( = q) i.e. in single capture it
can not be distinguished whether δ depends primarily on prec or q. However, in the case
of single ionization, which is a three-body process, momentum transfer is shared between
the recoil-ion and the ejected electron and an experimental study on ionization can thus
distinguish whether δ depends primarily on prec or q, since they are different.
Very recently, Feagin and Hargreaves reported a theoretical study on the
coherence properties of the projectiles. They acknowledged that the projectile coherence
properties can affect the cross sections, however, they argued that this should not be
viewed as wave-packet (de)coherence. They claimed that the incoherent cross sections
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could be reproduced by averaging the coherent cross sections over an entire range of
angles subtended by the collimating slit at the target. In conclusion, they associated the
loss of interference in the incoherent cross sections to the poor collimation of the
projectile beam rather than wave-packet coherence. However, they suggested a test that
can address the resolution effects, if any, between the coherent and the incoherent cross
sections. They proposed that in the FDCS measurements, the projectile scattering angles
could be measured directly and could also be deduced from the electron and recoil-ion
momenta using conservation laws. Thus, for the collision events with same scattering
angles, the effective collimation angle that slit subtends on the target reduce significantly
and the coherent and incoherent DDCS should become indifferent.
In order to address above-mentioned issues, the FDCS were measured for single
ionization of H2 by 75 keV protons impact. Similar to the previous experiments, these
measurements were also performed with both coherent and incoherent projectiles. Since
these measurements provide all the momentum components involved in the collision
process, the projectile coherence effects can be investigated for each momentum
component distinctly. From the FDCS, more detailed analysis of the phase angle in the IT
can be performed as their dependence on prec and q can be tested exclusively. Moreover,
the DDCS can be deduced by averaging the FDCS appropriately, therefore, the projectile
coherence effects for all momentum components belonging to each collision fragment
can be studied distinctly. Currently, the FDCS measurements for ionization of H2 with
higher energy loss to the projectile are ongoing which can provide more insights to the
projectile coherence effects.
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PAPER

I. Projectile Coherence Effects in Electron capture by Protons Colliding with H2 and
He
S. Sharma1, A. Hasan1,2, K.N. Egodapitiya1,†, T. P. Arthanayaka1, G. Sakhelashvili1,3, and
M. Schulz1
1

Department of Physics and LAMOR, Missouri University of Science & Technology,
Rolla, Missouri 65409, USA

2

Department of Physics, UAE University, P.O. Box 17551, Alain, Abu Dhabi, United
Arab Emirates
3

College of Arts and Sciences, Ilia State University, 0162 Tblisi, Georgia

Abstract
We have measured differential cross sections for single and dissociative capture
for 25 and 75 keV protons colliding with H2 and He. Significant differences were found
depending on whether the projectile beam was coherent or incoherent. For 75 keV p +
H2 these differences can be mostly associated with molecular two-center interference and
possibly some contributions from path interference. For 25 keV (both targets) they are
mostly due to path interference between different impact parameters leading to the same
scattering angles and, for the H2 target, possibly some contributions from molecular twocenter interference.

†

Present address: Dept. of Physics, University of Virginia, 382 McCormick Rd, Charlottesville, VA 22904-4714
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Introduction
To accurately calculate atomic scattering cross sections remains a very
challenging task even after several decades of research. The basic underlying difficulty is
that the Schrödinger equation is not analytically solvable for more than two mutually
interacting particles. Therefore, elaborate numerical methods have been developed and
reliable theoretical total cross sections are routinely obtained for a broad range of
collisions systems and for a variety of processes (for reviews see e.g. [1,2]). In the case
of ionization, differential ejected electron spectra can also be reproduced by theory with
remarkable accuracy even at very large perturbation (projectile charge to speed ratio η)
[3], which is considered to be a particularly challenging regime.
These successes sharply contrast with serious problems which arise when
experimental and theoretical data are compared for cross sections differential in projectile
parameters. For the same collision system for which measured differential electron
spectra are nicely reproduced by theory (3.6 MeV/amu Au53+ + He, η = 4.5 [3]) severe
discrepancies are observed in the double differential cross sections (DDCS) as a function
of electron energy and projectile momentum transfer q [4]. In fully differential cross
sections (FDCS) significant discrepancies were even observed for very small η (0.1) [5],
for which the collision dynamics was thought to be essentially understood.

The

disagreement to experiment was particularly pronounced in fully quantum-mechanical
calculations [e.g. 5-8], but amazingly if the interaction between the projectile and the
target core (PI interaction) was treated classically or semi-classically good or at least
improved agreement was achieved [9-12].
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Numerous attempts were made to explain these discrepancies. Fiol and Olson [8]
attributed them entirely to the experimental resolution.

However, a more thorough

analysis, based on more realistic parameters, revealed that the resolution can only account
for a small fraction of the discrepancies [9,13]. Madison et al. [14] have pointed out that
in their distorted wave approach the three-body final state wavefunction may not be
accurate if all particles are close together.

On the other hand, a non-perturbative

approach, which is not affected by this problem, yielded essentially the same results [15].
Foster et al. [16] observed that for electron impact the calculations were very sensitive to
the description of the screening of the target nucleus by the passive electron, but for ion
impact at small η Voitkiv and Najjari [7] did not find a significant change with varying
screening. Finally, one might expect that the presence of the second electron in the target
atom could have a noticeable effect on the cross sections beyond merely screening the
nucleus. For example, correlation between both electrons could be important or other
reaction channels (like e.g. ionization plus excitation), not present for a one-electron
target, could be stronger than expected. However, in recent experiments significant
discrepancies between theory and experiment were found in the DDCS even for an
atomic hydrogen target [17].
The key to resolving the puzzling discrepancies between theory and experiment,
even for small η, was provided by new experimental developments.

Earlier, path

interference and molecular two-center interference of a single electron ejected in atomic
collisions was predicted by theory [e.g. 18] and experimentally observed [e.g. 19-21].
More recently we demonstrated that in the scattering angle dependence of the DDCS for
ionization in p + H2 collisions an interference pattern, due to indistinguishable diffraction
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of the projectiles from the two atomic centers of the molecule, was present for a coherent,
but not for an incoherent projectile beam [22].

In analogy to classical optics the

transverse coherence length Δr is determined by the geometry of a collimating slit placed
before the target and the DeBroglie wavelength of the projectile wave λ by [23]:
Δr = ½ (L/a)

(1)

where a and L are the width of the collimating slit and its distance to the target. In optical
Young double slit interference the requirement for transverse coherence is that Δr is
larger than the double slit separation. In the case of ionization of H2 the role of the slit
separation is taken by the internuclear distance D in the molecule. The experiment of ref.
[22] was performed for two different L corresponding to Δr = 3 and 0.4 a.u., respectively.
With D = 1.4 a.u., the projectile beam was coherent for the larger and incoherent for the
smaller value of Δr.
Furthermore, we proposed in [22] that the discrepancies between experiment and
theory in the FDCS for ionization of He could be due to artificial path interference in the
calculations. Consider, for example, the first-order amplitude, where the projectile only
gets deflected from the target electron, and a second-order amplitude involving the
interaction of the projectile with the target nucleus so that the projectile is deflected
attractively (by the electron) and repulsively (by the nucleus). One would expect that for
these two amplitudes different impact parameter ranges mainly contribute to the same
scattering angle θ [24].

In the calculations, the coherent sum of both leads to an

interference term. Indeed, this type of interference was recently found in perturbative
calculations of FDCS for intermediate energy p + He collisions [25]. However, an
observable interference requires a coherent projectile beam. On the other hand, Δr
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realized in the experiments is typically very small compared to atomic dimensions,
especially for small η, and the interference term is then not observable. Recently, FDCS
measurements were performed for small η at an ion storage ring, where coherent
projectile beams can be prepared through electron cooling [26]. Indeed, in this study the
discrepancies between experiment and theory observed for an incoherent beam are
largely resolved.
The important role of the projectile coherence has been overlooked for decades of
atomic collision studies and is still largely unexplored. The recent findings just represent
the beginning of a new research direction in this field. A systematic study of the role of
the projectile coherence, extending the initial measurements to a broad range of collision
systems and scattering processes, is necessary to gain a complete understanding of
interference phenomena in atomic collisions. In this article, we report results of such
studies on electron capture in collisions of protons with He and H2 which confirm the
important role of the projectile coherence.

Experiment
A sketch of the experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1. A proton beam was
generated with a hot cathode ion source and accelerated to energies of 25 and 75 keV. A
pair of collimating slits, each with a width of 0.15 mm, was placed in front of the target
region at a distance Lx = 6.5 cm in the x-direction and Ly = 50 cm in the y-direction. The
beam intersected with a very cold (T ≈ 2K) H2 or He beam from a supersonic jet. After
the collision, the projectiles were charge-state analyzed by a switching magnet and the
neutralized beam component hit a two-dimensional position sensitive channel-plate
detector. From the position information we obtained θ.
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The direct proton beam, deflected in the switching magnet, was energy analyzed,
with the target gas taken out, using an electrostatic parallel-plate analyzer [27]. The
measured energy distribution had a width of ± 0.5 eV, which is mostly due to the
resolution of the energy analyzer. The energy spread in the beam is significantly smaller.
The width of the angular distribution of the direct beam was measured to be about ± 75
µrad.
The recoiling H2+ and He+ ions were extracted by a weak electric field (≈ 4.5
V/cm), directed perpendicular to the projectile beam direction, and also detected by a
two-dimensional position-sensitive detector. For the smaller collision energy (25 keV)

y-slit
Recoil
Detector

H+

Recoil-Ion Momentum Spectrometer

TAC

Target
beam

Detector

Energy
Analyzer

x-slit

+!
V

Magnet

H0 Detector

ADC

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. TAC rep- resents a time-toamplitude converter and ADC an analog-to-digital converter.
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we also obtained data for molecular proton fragments, produced in dissociative capture,
extracting them with a field of about 35 V/cm.

The recoil-ion detector and the

neutralized projectile detector were set in coincidence.

From the time-of-flight

information (contained in the coincidence time spectrum) the recoil-ion momentum
component in the direction of the extraction field (x-direction) was calculated and from
the position information the component parallel to the projectile beam (z-direction) and
the y-component were calculated. Since capture is a two-body scattering process the
recoil-ion momentum is equal to the momentrum transfer q from the projectile to the
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Figure 2: Differential cross sections as a function of scattering angle for
nondissociative capture in 75 keV p + H2 collisions. The open symbols represent the
data taken at the small slit distance (i.e., for an incoherent projectile beam) and the
closed symbols data taken at the large slit distance (i.e., for a coherent projectile
beam).
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target. For the H2+ and He+ ions the momentum resolution in the y-direction (mostly due
to the temperature of the target beam) was approximately ± 0.25 a.u. and in the x- and zdirections ± 0.075 a.u. In the case of the molecular proton fragments the momentum
resolution was much worse (approx. ± 0.6 a.u. in all directions) due to the much larger
extraction field so that here q could not be determined with sufficient accuracy from the
recoil ions.
Due to the different distances of the collimating slits in the x- and y-directions the
coherence length of the projectile is different in both directions. According to equation
(1) in the x-direction it is Δx = 0.4 a.u. and 0.7 a.u. for a projectile energy of 75 keV and
25 keV, respectively, while for the y-direction these values are Δy = 3 a.u. and 5 a.u. so
that for both energies Δx < D and Δy > D. Therefore, by selecting projectile scattering in
the x- and y-directions in the position spectrum, we obtain the differential cross sections
(DCS) as a function of scattering angle for a coherent and incoherent projectile beam
simultaneously in the same data run.

Results and Discussion
Since capture is kinematically a two-body scattering process the momentum
analysis of one particle already constitutes a kinematically complete experiment.
Therefore, for an ideal experiment, i.e. one with infinitely good resolution and no
background, measuring the recoil-ion momentum in addition to the projectile momentum
would not provide any additional information. However, in reality background cannot be
completely avoided (and the resolution is, of course, limited). For example, the projectile
position spectrum could potentially be affected by scattering from the collimating slits. If
such a slit-scattered projectile subsequently undergoes a capture process with the target
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this can still lead to a true coincidence. However, the scattering angle deduced from the
projectile position spectrum would not be correct, while the scattering angle deduced
from the recoil-ion momentum would essentially not be affected by slit scattering.
Likewise, background contributions to the recoil-ion spectra, for example due to the
small (but non-zero) diffusive target gas component, do not significantly affect the
projectile spectra.

Therefore, the over-determination of the kinematics due to the

momentum-analyzed detection of both particles can be used to clean the data from such
background contributions. This was achieved with the condition that θ determined from
the projectiles directly and θ determined from the recoil ions must be equal within ± 0.1
mrad.
In Fig. 2 we show the DCS for non-dissociative capture in 75 keV p + H2
collisions as a function of θ for the coherent (closed symbols) and the incoherent (open
symbols) projectile beam. Once again, like in the corresponding DDCS for ionization in
the same collision system [22], clear differences between the two data sets are visible. At
θ = 0 the coherent cross sections (DCScoh) are slightly larger than the incoherent data
(DCSinc) before the two data sets cross around 0.2 mrad, with increasing θ the DCScoh
then increasingly drop below DCSinc up to about θ = 0.8 mrad, and both data sets seem to
approach each other again with further increasing θ (although this trend at large θ is
statistically not conclusive). Qualitatively, this is the same behavior as in ionization.
In analogy to classical optics the interference term IT is given by the ratio R
between DCScoh and DCSinc [22,28], which is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of θ. It
should be noted that at θ = 0 the x- and y-directions are not defined. Here, the pixels in
the two-dimensional xy-position spectrum containing the events for both directions are
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identical so that the ratio between the un-normalized count rates is equal to unity and
does not reflect IT. Since the first data point (θ = 0.05 mrad) covers the bin 0 to 0.1 mrad
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Figure 3: Differential ratios between the cross sections for a coherent and an
incoherent projectile beam as a function of scattering angle for 75 keV p+H2. Solid
curve, calculation based on Eq. (2) assuming a molecular orientation along q; dashed
curve, calculation based on Eq. (3).
it is partly affected. The DCScoh and DCSinc shown in Fig. 2 are normalized to the same
total cross section [29] resulting in R differing from 1 at θ = 0.05 mrad. Apart from this
artifact near θ = 0, once again the data look similar to the corresponding ratios for
ionization.
For a fixed molecular orientation IT can be expressed as
IT = 1 + cos(prec•D) = 1 + cos(q•D)

(2)
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In our experiment the molecular orientation was not measured and therefore IT
has to be integrated over all orientations. If the angular distribution of the molecules
during the capture process is isotropic this integral yields [28]
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Figure 4: Same as Fig. 2 for 25 keV p+H2.

IT = 1 + sin(qD)/(qD)

(3)

On the other hand, it is not clear that all orientations are uniformly distributed.
For example, in ionization of H2 by electron impact Senftleben et al. [30] found a
preference of the molecules to be oriented along q. The solid line in Fig. 3 shows IT
calculated with equation (2) replacing q•D by qD, i.e. assuming that the molecule is
always oriented along q, and the dashed curve IT calculated with equation (3). The
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curves do not reach IT = 2 at θ = 0 because q is not zero due to the θ-independent
longitudinal component qz = ΔE/v – v/2 (where ΔE and v are the energy loss and the
speed of the projectile). The experimental data fall, crudely speaking, in between both
calculations, which is consistent with a preferential, but not exclusive, orientation along
q.
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Figure 5: Same as Fig. 3 for 25 keV p+H2 (closed symbols) and 25 keV p+He (open
symbols). Dashed curve, calculation based on Eq. (2) assuming a molecular
orientation along q; dotted curve, calculation based on Eq. (3); solid curve, ratio
between calculations treating the PT interaction quantum-mechanically and
classically, respectively [31] (see text).
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It should be noted that it is actually the component of D perpendicular to the
projectile beam axis D⊥ which matters in the coherence requirement, which should thus
read Δr > D⊥. If the molecule is indeed preferentially oriented along q this means that
even in the x-direction the projectile beam becomes coherent below some critical θ
because q (and therefore the molecular orientation) is increasingly aligned along the
beam axis with decreasing θ. However, for 75 keV this only happens at θ ≈ 70 µrad
(corresponding to a molecular orientation of about 15o relative to the beam axis) so that at
most the data point at the smallest θ is affected.
In Fig. 4 the DCScoh (closed symbols) and DCSinc (open symbols) are shown as a
function of θ for 25 keV p + H2. Here too, there are some differences between both data
sets. However, the comparison between DCScoh and DCSinc is qualitatively different
from the 75 keV case. This is more apparent in the ratios R, which are plotted in Fig. 5
as a function of θ. For θ < 0.8 mrad R is nearly constant at 1 with only a small minimum
around 0.5 mrad. At large θ there is a pronounced and broad maximum near 1.2 mrad.
This θ-dependence does not resemble the interference term calculated with neither eq. (2)
(dashed curve in Fig. 4), assuming a molecular orientation along q, nor the one calculated
with eq. (3) (dotted curve). The flat region in the experimental data, not reproduced by
either calculation, could possibly be associated to some extent with the coherence
requirement Δr > D⊥ being satisfied even in the x-direction (small slit distance) at small
θ (see above). For 25 keV this can happen already at about 0.15 mrad (where Δx = D⊥,
again assuming that the molecule is preferentially oriented along q) because Δx is larger
than at 75 keV due to the larger DeBroglie wavelength. However, this would only
explain part of the flat region, which extends to at least 0.4 mrad. More importantly, this
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would not explain the maximum at large θ not reproduced by eqs. (2) or (3), which
predict a minimum, rather than a maximum, in this region. The data thus seem to suggest
that molecular two-center interference is either not present at 25 keV or that it is at least
not the dominant interference effect.
For capture processes at small projectile energies interference structures have
been observed in the calculated θ-dependence of the DCS even for atomic targets [31,32]
which are thus not due to molecular two-center interference. Furthermore, it was found
that this structure disappears if the PI interaction is treated classically [31]. This suggests
that here too, like in the FDCS for ionization of atomic targets (see above), the
interference may be due to the coherent sum of transition amplitudes with and without the
PI interaction. In this case the coherence requirement is Δr > Δb [26], where Δb is the
difference in the impact parameter ranges, mostly contributing to a given θ, between the
interfering amplitudes. In the measured DCS for 25 keV p + H2 we do not observe any
structures; however, the scattering angles where the extrema occur in R coincide roughly
with those predicted by theory for a He target. The ratios measured for He, shown as
open symbols in Fig. 5, are very similar to those for H2. However, the minimum near 0.5
mrad, which is rather weak for H2 already, is even less pronounced, if present at all. The
solid curve in Fig. 5 represents the ratio between the calculations of reference [31]
treating the PI interaction quantum-mechanically within the eikonal approximation
(dashed curve in Fig. 3a of [31]) and classically (dash-dotted curve in Fig. 3a of [31]),
respectively. For a better comparison with experiment in shape the theoretical ratios
were scaled up by 1.35. As far as interference between transition amplitudes with and
without this interaction is concerned these calculations correspond to a coherent and
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incoherent treatment. However, it should be noted that there are also differences between
both calculations which are not related to the coherence. The calculation treating the PI
interaction classically uses the ansatz [31]
dσSC/dΩ(θ) = dσel/dΩ(θ) PSC(θ)

(4)

where dσSC/dΩ(θ) is the differential capture cross section, dσel/dΩ(θ) the elastic
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Figure 6: Same as Fig. 2 for dissociative capture in 25 keV p + H2 .

scattering cross section, and PSC(θ) the capture probability. This ansatz is not valid at θ
smaller than approximately the inverse projectile momentum (≈ 0.5 mrad) [33] even if
interference between the amplitudes with and without the PI interaction is unimportant. It
leads to an unphysically steep increase in the cross sections (compared to both the
experimental data and the calculation treating the PI interaction quantum-mechanically)
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at small θ. There, the interference is not expected to be significant because the deflection
of the projectile is dominated by an interaction with the target electron. The comparison
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Figure 7: Same as Fig. 3 for dissociative capture in 25 keV p + H2 .

between the theoretical and experimental R is thus only meaningful for θ larger than
approximately 0.5 mrad. In this angular range the agreement between the calculation and
the measured R is surprisingly good, at least qualitatively. This shows that indeed
interference effects, not immediately obvious in the absolute DCS, are actually present.
On the other hand, the minimum predicted by theory around 0.7 mrad is much weaker in
the experimental data (at least for the He target). This, along with the absence of
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structures in the measured absolute DCS, suggests that the interference is either
overestimated by theory or that the projectile beam was not fully coherent over the entire
angular range even at the large slit distance.
Finally, in Fig. 6 we present DCS for dissociative capture in 25 keV p + H2
collisions. Here too, the molecular orientation was not determined in the experiment.
Overall, the θ-dependence of both DCScoh and DCSinc is significantly flatter than in the
counterparts for single capture.

This is expected because dissociation requires a

transition of the second target electron since the ground state of H2+ is not dissociative.
Otherwise, the comparison between DCScoh and DCSinc is very similar to single capture:
again, the DCS are practically identical up to about 0.6 mrad. Unfortunately, at larger θ
the statistical fluctuations are considerably larger than for single capture, especially in
DCSinc. There, the DCS are so small that in the range θ = 0.9 to 1.1 mrad incoherent
dissociative capture events could not even be detected. Nevertheless, even considering
the large error bars, for θ > 0.6 mrad DCScoh is systematically larger than DCSinc. In R,
plotted in Fig. 7, this behavior is reflected by a θ-dependence which closely resembles
the one observed for single capture from He and H2. In the case of single capture from
He and dissociative capture from H2 the covered θ-range is not large enough to determine
the location of the maximum which for single capture from H2 occurs at 1.2 mrad. But
the rising edge appears to be slightly shifted to smaller θ for the He target and further
shifted for dissociative capture.
The similarity in the structures between the He and H2 targets and between single
capture and dissociative capture observed in the θ-dependence of R suggests that in all
cases they result from the same cause. The presence of this structure for an atomic target
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rules out molecular two-center interference. At the same time in theoretical calculations
interference effects are no longer visible if the PI interaction is treated classically [31].
This leads us to conclude that the structures are due to path interference between different
impact parameters (depending on the extent to which the PI interaction is responsible for
the projectile deflection) leading to the same scattering angle.

Conclusions
We have measured differential cross sections for single and dissociative capture
as a function of scattering angle in collisions of 25 and 75 keV protons with He and H2.
The results confirm our previous conclusion [22] that atomic scattering cross sections
can, under certain conditions, depend on the projectile coherence. For 75 keV p + H2 we
observe pronounced molecular two-center interference structures in the ratio R between
the cross sections for a coherent and incoherent projectile beam similar to those reported
previously for ionization in the same collision system. For 25 keV, in contrast, the
structures in R are not mostly due to molecular two-center interference (although it may
partly contribute), but rather they are to a large extent due to path interference between
different impact parameters leading to the same scattering angle. It cannot be ruled out
that the measured R for 75 keV also contain non-negligible contributions from his type of
interference. Theory had predicted such structures [31,32], but in experiment they were
so far not observed. Only at very small energy interference effects were found, however,
in that case they are due to spatially separated quasi-molecular coupling regions [34], i.e.
they are of a different nature. The present data show that path interference between
different impact parameters is indeed present at larger energies (25 keV). However, it is
either significantly weaker than in the calculations or the projectile beam in our
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experiment was not fully coherent over the entire angular range even at the large slit
distance. Furthermore, our results support the conclusion of Wang et al. [26] that the
widely debated discrepancies between theory and experiment in fully differential cross
sections for ionization of helium by fast C6+ impact [5] could be caused by such a path
interference in the calculations which doesn’t occur in the experimental data because
there the projectile beam was incoherent.
Our studies on the role of the projectile coherence represent an important step
towards resolving long-standing puzzling discrepancies between theory and experiment.
Here, we discussed two examples regarding fully differential ionization cross sections for
fast ion impact and differential capture cross sections for intermediate velocity proton
impact. Nevertheless, further studies on this topic are called for. Regarding molecular
targets fully differential measurements on ionization are underway. These experiments
should reveal coherence effects much more sensitively. Furthermore, we plan to extend
the studies on dissociative capture to measuring the molecular orientation. By analyzing
the ratio between the coherent and incoherent data (i.e. the interference term) as a
function of the molecular orientation in principle it is possible to obtain more detailed
information about the coherence length.

Regarding atomic targets fully differential

measurements on ionization for large perturbation parameters are very important. Here,
the discrepancies to theory were particularly severe and it is critical to determine whether
this can be mostly blamed on the projectile coherence.
The obvious theoretical challenge is to describe an incoherent projectile beam.
Presenting the projectile in terms of a wave packet with finite width is probably not
feasible at present since it would require an enormous number of angular momentum
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states. We propose to model the effects of an incoherent beam in a simplified manner
using e.g. the second Born approximation. As discussed in this article the interference
term between the 1st order amplitude and the 2nd order amplitude involving the projectile
– target nucleus interaction may not be present in the experiment if the projectile beam is
incoherent. An easy way to model an incoherent beam would thus be to simply omit the
cross term between both amplitudes.
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Abstract
We report on a kinematically complete experiment on ionization of H2 by proton
impact. While a significant impact of the projectile coherence property on the scattering
angle dependence of double differential cross sections (DDCS), reported earlier, is
confirmed by the present data, only weak coherence effects are found in the electron and
recoil-ion momentum-dependence of the DDCS. This suggests that the phase angle in the
interference term is determined by the projectile momentum transfer, and not by the
recoil-ion momentum. It is thus possible that the interference is not due to a two-center
effect.
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Introduction
The dynamics of atomic fragmentation processes have been studied extensively in
order to advance our understanding of the fundamental few-body problem [e.g. 1,2].
Measurements of fully differential cross sections (FDCS) for ionization of simple target
atoms or molecules by charged-particle impact have proven to be particularly important
as they offer the most sensitive test of theoretical models [e.g. 1-13]. For electron
impact, these studies have significantly deepened our insight of the reaction dynamics,
which can be quite complex even for simple systems containing only 3 or 4 particles.
Several sophisticated models were developed and over the last decade significantly
improved agreement with experimental data was achieved [e.g. 1,8,14], even close to
threshold, which was considered to be a particularly difficult regime.
For ion impact FDCS measurements are much more challenging due to the larger
projectile mass compared to electron impact.

As a result, the literature on such

experiments [e.g. 2, 9-13] is not as extensive yet. Nevertheless, these studies provided
some important new insights complementary to those obtained from electron impact
studies. In particular, a surprisingly strong role played by the nucleus-nucleus (NN)
interaction was uncovered [e.g. 2,9,15]. However, the agreement with theory was much
less satisfactory than for electron impact [e.g. 16-19]. It was particularly sobering that
significant discrepancies were found even for collision systems with very small
perturbation parameter η (projectile charge to speed ratio) [2]. In this regime it was
previously taken for granted that even the first Born approximation (FBA) would provide
an adequate description of the reaction dynamics. But even state-of-the-art calculations,
which diligently account for the NN interaction, did not reproduce the measured FDCS
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[e.g. 16-19] and it was difficult to see where these sophisticated models could go so
severely wrong.
After a decade of vivid debates we presented an experimental study which
suggests that this puzzle may be resolvable by properly accounting for the coherence
properties of the projectile beam realized in the experiment [20]. Double differential
cross sections (DDCS) for ionization of H2 by proton impact were measured for fixed
projectile energy loss ε as a function of scattering angle θ. In the experiment the
transverse projectile coherence length Δr was changed by placing a collimating slit of
fixed width at a variable distance before the target. Since the beam was incoherent
without the slit, the transverse coherence length was given by ∆r = L/2a λ [21], where a
and L are the width of the slit and its distance to the target, respectively. The experiment
was performed for two different L, one corresponding to ∆r > D, resulting in a coherent
beam, and the other to ∆r < D, resulting in an incoherent beam, where D is the
internuclear distance of the molecule. In the former case an interference structure was
observed, which was absent in the latter case. The same feature was later also observed
in the capture channel for the same collision system [22].
In [20] we further argued that for atomic targets interference between first- and
higher-order amplitudes can be present, but that here too, they would only be observable
for a coherent projectile beam.

Indeed, such interference effects were found in

theoretical calculations [23,24]. Since the coherence length of the massive and very fast
projectile in [2] was tiny compared to the target size this could explain the puzzling
discrepancies between theory and experiment.
interpretation was indeed obtained [25,26].

Experimental support for this
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In a recent paper Feagin and Hargreaves acknowledged that our data of [20]
demonstrate a projectile coherence effect, however, they argued that this should not be
viewed as wave packet (de)coherence [27]. They asserted that the different DDCS
measured for different collimating slit distances could be reconciled by averaging the
cross sections for a fully coherent beam over the angular range within which the
collimating slit is seen by the target. They further argued that if the momentum vectors
of all three collision fragments were measured the scattering angle could be determined
from the direct projectile-momentum measurement and from the sum momentum of the
electron and the recoil ion. By selecting only events for which both angles are the same
(within a small margin) the effective local collimation angle that the slit subtends at the
target location should then be significantly decreased and the differences in the DDCS
measured for a large and a small slit distance should be eliminated or at least strongly
reduced.
In this article we report a study of ionization of H2 by 75 keV proton impact in
which all three momentum components of the scattered projectiles and of the recoiling
target ions were measured. Although the ejected electron momentum was not directly
measured the kinematics was nevertheless over-determined since out of the nine finalstate momentum components only five are independent due to the kinematic conservation
laws. We therefore did not only obtain the complete electron momentum vector, but we
were also able to determine θ from the direct projectile measurement and from the
momenta of the target fragments, as suggested in [27]. From the data we draw two
important conclusions: a) The phase angle in the interference term does not seem to be
determined by the recoil-ion momentum, as assumed previously, but rather by the
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projectile momentum transfer. b) At least part of the analysis by Feagin and Hargreaves
of the role of projectile coherence is not supported by our data.

Experiment
The experiment was performed at Missouri University of Science and
Technology. A 75 keV proton beam was collimated with a slit of width 150 µm placed at
a variable distance from the target and intersected with a cold (T < 2 K) neutral H2 beam.
The projectiles which were not charge-exchanged in the collision were selected by a
switching magnet, decelerated to an energy of 5 keV, energy-analyzed using an
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Figure 1: DDCSs for a fixed energy loss of 30 eV as a function of the projectile
scattering angle θ. The closed and open data points were taken for the large and small
slit distances, respectively.
electrostatic parallel-plate analyzer [28] with an energy resolution of 3 eV full width at
half maximum (FWHM), and detected by a two-dimensional position sensitive multi-
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channel plate (MCP) detector. The entrance and exit slits of the analyzer are narrow in
the y-direction (75 µm), but long (2.5 cm) in the x-direction.

Therefore, the y-
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Figure 2: DDCSs for a fixed energy loss of 30 eV as a function of the x component of
the recoil (top) and electron (bottom) momentum. The closed and open data points were
taken for the large and small slit distances, respectively.
component of the momentum transfer q from the projectile to the target was fixed at 0
and the projectile position spectrum provided qx and thereby the projectile scattering
angle θ. The z-component is given by the projectile energy loss ε as qz = ε/vp. The
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resolution in the x-, y-, and z-components of q was 0.32, 0.2, and 0.07 a.u. FWHM,
respectively. The recoiling H2+ ions produced in the collision were extracted by a weak
electric field (8 V/cm) pointing in the x-direction and momentum-analyzed by a
COLTRIMS spectrometer (for a detailed description see [29]).

The momentum

resolution in the x-, y-, and z-direction was 0.15, 0.6, and 0.15 a.u. FWHM, respectively.
The projectile and recoil-ion detectors were set in coincidence and the data recorded in
event-by-event list mode. The electron momentum was deduced in the data analysis from
momentum conservation. The electron energy spectrum reveals a pronounced maximum
with a centroid which agrees within 0.5 eV with ε - I, where I is the ionization potential
of H2. A condition on this peak in the energy spectrum was used to further clean the data
from any background which may have survived the coincidence time condition.
The experiment was done for two different slit distances L = 50 and 6.5 cm. The
larger distance corresponds to a transverse coherence length of 3.3 a.u. For the smaller
value the relation between Δr and the slit geometry would suggest a coherence length of
0.43 a.u.. However, it should be noted that the collimating slit can only increase, but not
decrease Δr, an important point which we neglected in [20]. Without the slit Δr depends
on the focus of the projectile beam and it is thus difficult to provide an accurate value.
However, based on the angular profile of the beam, which provides a lower limit for the
local angle under which the source of the beam is seen at the target location (and which is
equivalent to L/a with collimation slit), we know that Δr < 1.0 a.u. for the small slit
distance. For the larger L value Δr > D, making the beam coherent over the dimension of
the molecule (D = 1.4 a.u.), while for the smaller L value Δr < D, corresponding to an
incoherent beam.
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Results and Discussion
In Fig. 1 the DDCS for ε = 30 eV are plotted as a function of θ. Here and in all
following spectra closed circles represent data taken for large L and open circles data
taken for small L. These results are consistent with those reported in [20], i.e. once again
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Figure 3: DDCSs for a fixed energy loss of 30 eV as a function of the y component of the
electron. The closed and open data points were taken for the large and small slit distances,
respectively.
we observe significant differences between the DDCS for a coherent (DDCScoh) and an
incoherent (DDCSinc) projectile beam.
Before we analyze the projectile-differential data in more detail we first turn to
the recoil-ion and electron momentum spectra. In Fig. 2 the DDCS for ε = 30 eV are
shown as a function of the x-components (i.e. the components in the direction of the
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transverse momentum transfer) of the recoil-ion momentum precx (top panel) and of the
electron momentum pelx (bottom panel). In Fig. 3 we present the DDCS as a function of
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Figure 4: DDCS for a fixed energy loss of 30 eV as a function of the z
component of the recoil-ion (top) and electron (bottom) momentum. The closed
and open data points were taken for the large and small slit distances,
respectively.
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the y-component of the electron momentum pely, which (since qy = 0) has the same shape
as the precy dependence. Finally, in Fig. 4 the corresponding spectra are plotted for the zcomponents of the recoil ion and the electron momenta. All double differential data
presented here were normalized to the same dσ/dEel which was used by Alexander et al.
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Figure 5: Ratio between the DDCSs of Fig. 2 for large and small slit distances for the
electrons (open symbols) and recoil ions (closed symbols).

for normalizing their θ-dependent DDCS [30]. All electron momentum components (and
precy = -pely) are restricted by the fixed ejected electron energy of 14.6 eV to the range 1.04 to +1.04 a.u.

This also restricts the kinematically allowed range for the z-

component of the recoil-ion momentum, given by precz = qz – pelz = ε/vp – pelz, to -0.4 to
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1.7 a.u. In all momentum spectra practically no counts were observed outside these
kinematically allowed regions, except for small contributions due to and within the
experimental resolution. Furthermore, the spectrum for pely is symmetric about 0, which
is a symmetry required by the fact that neither q nor vp have a non-zero y-component.
These features observed in the data illustrate that the conditions on the coincidence time
peak, on the electron energy calculated from their momentum components, and on the
projectile- and recoil-ion position spectra removed essentially all of the background from
the data. Both for the electrons and the recoil ions the coherent and incoherent
momentum spectra for the x-component look very similar. However, a closer inspection
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Figure 6: Ratio between the DDCSs for large and small slit distances as a function of
scattering angle (closed symbols). The inset shows DDCSs as a function of the
difference between the scattering angles measured directly and determined from the
momenta of the target fragments. The open symbols show the ratio with the additional
condition |Δθ| < 0.15 mrad (see text). The solid line shows the interference term of the
form 1 + cos(qt Δb) with Δb = 2 a.u.
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shows that for the electrons the coherent cross sections are systematically larger for pelx <
0 and smaller for pelx > 0.5 than the incoherent cross sections. Likewise, for the recoil
ions the coherent data lie systematically above the incoherent data for |precx| > 0.5 a.u. and
below the incoherent data for |precx| > 0.5 a.u. However, in both cases the differences
between DDCScoh and DDCSinc are much smaller than in the θ-dependent cross sections.
As outlined in [20] the ratio R between DDCScoh and DDCSinc represents the
interference term IT, which is plotted as a function of pelx (open squares) and precx (closed
squares) in Fig. 5. As seen already in the comparison between DDCScoh and DDCSinc
there is only a small departure from R = 1. In the corresponding ratios for the DDCS as a
function of the y- and z-components of the electron and recoil-ion momenta no
statistically significant differences to R = 1 were observed at all. On the other hand if R
is analyzed as a function of the sum momentum pelx + precx, i.e. as a function of qx, then a
pronounced interference structure is observed, as we reported already in [20]. In Fig. 6
this ratio is plotted (closed squares) as a function of θ = sin-1(qx/po), where po is the initial
projectile momentum.

The structure is somewhat damped compared to the data of

reference [20], which might be due to different focusing properties of the beam in the two
experiments. Nevertheless, the qualitative dependence is reproduced. The phase angle in
the molecular two-center interference term is believed to be determined by prec • D [e.g.
31,32]. The observation that the interference structure is rather weak as a function of
both precx and pelx, but quite pronounced in the qx-dependence suggests that in the present
data the phase angle may actually be determined by q rather than by prec. This, in turn,
could be an indication that the structures we observe in R(θ)are not primarily due to this
type of interference. Another possible explanation for these structures is interference
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between first-and higher-order ionization amplitudes, which we dub single-center
interference.

Indeed, as mentioned above, such interference effects were predicted

theoretically [e.g. 23,24] and fully differential data for single ionization [25] and transfer
ionization [26] for collision systems with atomic targets were interpreted along this line.
Unfortunately, we are not aware of any theoretical analysis providing an expression for
the phase angle α leading to single-center interference. We therefore try to estimate α
using a simplified semi-classical model. Suppose that b1 and b2 are the average impact
parameters leading to the same projectile scattering angle θ by the first- and higher-order
process, respectively. The classical projectile trajectories are then separated by ∆b = |b1 –
b2|. For a given θ the corresponding diffracted projectile waves reach the detector with a
path difference of d = ∆b sin θ, which results in α = (2π/λ) d = (2π/λ) ∆b sin θ = qt ∆b,
where qt is the transverse component of q. The interference term is then given by IT = 1
+ cos(qt ∆b). Of course, without a rigorous treatment of the ionization process ∆b cannot
be determined.
However, b1 and b2 are surely of the order of the atomic target size so that a
reasonable estimate for ∆b (which can be anywhere between |b1| - |b2| and |b1| + |b2|) is a
few a.u. The solid curve in Fig. 3 shows a best fit of the interference term to the
measured R(θ), which yields ∆b = 2 a.u.
This discussion of a potentially important role of single-center interference should
not be viewed as a firm conclusion, but rather as one possible explanation of the data
which we believe is worth pursuing. However, there are alternative interpretations which
should also be investigated. For example, we cannot rule out the possibility that even in
two-center molecular interference α is primarily determined by q since we are not aware
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of any indisputable experimental evidence to the contrary. A fully differential study of
this type of interference was performed for capture in H2+ + He collisions [33] and there
the data were consistent with a phase angle given by prec • D + π.

However,

kinematically this reaction represents a two-body scattering process so that prec = q. On
the other hand, fully differential data for ionization of H2 by electron impact could not be
fully explained with the assumption that α is primarily determined by prec [34,35]. It is
thus not clear yet whether the present data are mostly due to one- or two-center
interference (or a combination of both).
Finally, we address the suggestion of Feagin and Hargreaves to plot R(θ) with the
additional condition that θ directly measured and determined from the momenta of the
target fragments must agree within a small margin. Although, the electron momentum
was not directly measured in our experiment we can nevertheless obtain pelx completely
independently of qx because measuring a total of six momentum components makes the
data kinematically over-determined.

Applying momentum conservation we obtain pely

and pelz from the directly measured qy,z and precy,z. Using energy conservation, pelx is then
given by pelx = √(2Eel - pely2 - pelz2), where Eel is ε - I. Along with the directly measured
precx this provides a second independent method of obtaining the transverse momentum
transfer, which we label qx` to distinguish it from the directly measured qx. Finally, we
compute ∆θ = sin-1(qx` – qx)/po, which is plotted for the coherent (closed symbols) and
incoherent data (open symbols) in the inset of Fig. 6. With infinitely good overall
resolution (including the angular spread of the incoming projectile beam) this spectrum
should be a δ-function at 0. The actual spectrum is a perfectly symmetric distribution
centered at ∆θ = 0 within 10 µrad, illustrating a high accuracy in the calibration of the
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measured momentum components.

Using error propagation on the momentum

resolutions stated in the experimental section the resolution in ∆θ should be 0.27 mrad
FWHM, which is in very good accord with the width of the actual spectrum of 0.28 mrad
FWHM.
The resolution in ∆θ does not differ noticeably for the coherent and incoherent
beams. This is a first indication that the conclusion of Feagin and Hargreaves is not
supported by our results. This is confirmed by R(θ) generated with the condition |∆θ| <
0.15 mrad, which is plotted as open squares in Fig. 3. These data agree very well with
R(θ) without that condition, with the possible exception of large θ.

However,

considering the large error bars of the data with condition in this region it is not clear
whether these differences are statistically significant. Overall, the structure in R(θ) is not
substantially weakened by the condition on ∆θ, contrary to the prediction of Feagin and
Hargreaves [27]. We do not believe that this result entirely invalidates their analysis,
which we regard as a valuable contribution. However, it does show that the differences
in the cross sections measured with a coherent and an incoherent beam cannot be simply
explained by experimental resolution effects.

Conclusions
In summary, we have confirmed a pronounced projectile coherence effect in the
scattering angle dependence of DDCS for ionization of H2 by proton impact.
Surprisingly, in the recoil-ion momentum (and electron momentum) – dependence the
coherence effect is significantly weaker. This is an indication that the phase angle in the
interference term is primarily determined by q rather than by prec. The reason for this
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unexpected result is presently not clear. Here, we offered two different explanations:
first, the previous assumption that the phase factor in molecular two-center interference is
determined by prec may be incorrect and second, the structures seen in our data may be
due to a different type of interference, like e.g. interference between first- and higherorder scattering amplitudes.
We also tested the prediction by Feagin and Hargreaves that the differences
between the cross sections measured for a coherent and an incoherent beam will
disappear if a condition is applied that the scattering angles directly measured from the
projectile and determined from the electron and recoil-ion momenta agree with each other
within a small margin. Our results do not support this prediction. Rather, we find that
the ratio between the cross sections for a coherent and an incoherent beam are hardly
affected at all by this condition. Therefore, further analysis is called for to reconcile the
theoretical work of Feagin and Hargreaves with our experimental results.
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Abstract
We have measured fully differential cross sections for ionization of H2 by 75 keV
proton impact. The coherence length of the projectile beam was varied by changing the
distance between a collimating slit and the target.

Pronounced coherence effects,

observed earlier in double differential cross sections, were confirmed. A surprising result
is that the phase angle in the interference term is primarily determined by the momentum
transfer, and only to a lesser extent by the recoil-ion momentum.
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Introduction
Over the last 10 to 15 years kinematically complete experiments (i.e. experiments
which determine the momentum vectors of all particles in the system under investigation)
revealed that the description of the spatial and temporal evolution of systems as simple as
two positively charged ions interacting with an electron represent a formidable theoretical
challenge [e.g. 1-12]. The basic problem is that the Schrodinger equation is not
analytically solvable for more than two mutually interacting particles, even when the
underlying forces are precisely known. This dilemma is known as the few-body problem
(FBP). As a result, theory has to resort to approximations and numeric approaches. Even
for a simple system containing only three particles the theoretical codes can become very
complex and realistically modelling an exact solution is only possible with the aide of
very large computational efforts and resources. For ionization of atoms and molecules by
ion impact calculations are particularly challenging because of the large projectile mass,
which means that an enormous number of angular momentum states of the incoming and
outgoing projectiles has to be accounted for. Indeed, qualitative discrepancies between
calculated and measured fully differential cross sections (FDCS) for ionization of helium
were observed even in the case of very fast projectiles [e.g. 1,6,12], which were thought
to represent a relatively “easy” case. For smaller projectile speeds and especially for
larger charge states the discrepancies become even larger [e.g. 3,4,9].
After a decade of vivid debates a possible explanation, based on the projectile
coherence properties, for some of these surprising discrepancies was offered [13].
Earlier, interference structures in the ejected electron spectra [e.g. 14,15], in the
scattering angle dependence of double differential cross sections [16], and in the
molecular orientation dependent cross section for ionization of or capture from molecular
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hydrogen [17] were reported.

This interference was interpreted as being due to

indistinguishable electron ejection [14,15] or diffraction of the projectile wave [16] from
the two atomic centers in the molecule. However, later it was argued that interference
effects in the scattering angle dependence are only present if the projectile beam is
coherent, i.e. if the coherence length is larger than the dimension of the diffracting object
[13].

It was further argued that in ionization of atomic targets different types of

interference (e.g. between first- and higher-order transition amplitudes) can be present,
but that here, too, the coherence requirements must be satisfied. While fully quantummechanical models assumed a fully coherent beam, the transverse coherence length
realized in the experiment reported in [1] (and in many other fully differential
measurements) was much smaller than the size of the target atom. Later, this explanation
for the discrepancies between experiment and theory was supported by FDCS measured
for a projectile beam with a much larger transverse coherence length [18], for which the
discrepancies were significantly reduced.
The findings on the role of projectile coherence reported in [13] have led to
further intense discussions. Feagin and Hargreaves acknowledged that the data presented
in [13] demonstrate a projectile coherence effect, but they argued that this should not be
seen as a wave packet coherence effect [19]. Instead, they asserted that the effects
observed in [13] are due to an incoherent superposition of an ensemble of projectiles
originating from an extended source. In a recent experimental study we tested their
theoretical analysis and found that it was not fully supported by our data [20]. There, we
analyzed the angular resolution of the detected projectiles and experimentally determined
that the resolutions for the supposedly coherent and incoherent beams did not differ
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significantly. In contrast, Feagin and Hargreaves had to assume that the resolution for the
incoherent beam had to be substantially worse (nearly an order of magnitude) in order to
reproduce the experimental data. While the results of [20] did not disprove the assertion
in [19] that the coherence effect reported in [13] should not be viewed as a wavepacket
coherence effect, they did demonstrate that it is not merely due to an experimental
resolution effect either.
In [20] we also found indications that the phase angle entering in the interference
term is not primarily determined by the recoil-ion momentum, which was believed to be
the case for two-center molecular interference, but rather by the transverse component of
the momentum transfer q from the projectile to the target. These observations, as well as
the theoretical analysis of [19], show that further investigations of the role of the
projectile coherence and interference effects in ionization of molecular hydrogen are
needed. In this article we report the first fully differential study of interference effects in
target ionization by ion impact. The data support our previous interpretation that the
projectile coherence properties generally can have a significant impact on the collision
cross sections. However, they do not settle the question whether this can be viewed as a
wave packet coherence effect as discussed in [19]. Furthermore, the present data confirm
that the phase angle in the interference term is primarily determined by the transverse
momentum transfer.

Experimental set-up
The experiment was performed at the projectile- and recoil-ion momentum
spectrometer facility at Missouri S & T. A sketch of the set-up is shown in Fig. 1. A
proton beam was generated with a hot cathode ion source (where the cathode is a
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filament) and extracted through an anode aperture with a diameter of 0.5 mm. The beam
was focused by an electrostatic lens and collimated by a second aperture 1.5 mm in
diameter and located about 45 cm from the lens.

y-slit
Recoil
Detector

Recoil-Ion Momentum Spectrometer

Target
beam

H+ Detector

Energy
Analyzer
TAC

ADC

x-slit

H0 Detector

+!
V

y

Magnet

x (qx)

z (po)

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up.
After acceleration to an energy of 75 keV the proton beam was further collimated
in the x-direction with a vertical slit of width 150 µm located approximately 150 cm from
the aperture and placed at a variable distance from the target. A second slit, oriented
horizontally, used to collimate the beam in the y-direction (also with a width of 150 µm),
was kept at a fixed distance from the target (a few mm from the large-distance location of
the x-slit). The collimated proton beam was then intersected with a very cold (T ≅ 1-2 K)
neutral H2 beam generated by a supersonic gas jet. The transverse coherence length Δr of
the projectiles was varied by placing the collimating slit at two different distances (L1 =
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6.5 cm, L2 = 50 cm) from the target. Without the slit Δr at the target would be less than 1
a.u., which, since the slit can only increase, but not decrease Δr, coincides with Δr with
the slit placed at L2, while L1 yields Δr = 3.3 a.u.
The projectiles which did not charge-exchange in the collision were selected by a
switching magnet, decelerated by 70 keV, and energy-analyzed by an electrostatic
parallel-plate analyzer [21]. The beam component which suffered an energy loss of 30
eV was detected by a two-dimensional position sensitive channel-plate detector. From
the position information in the x-direction (defined by the orientation of the analyzer
entrance and exit slits) the x-component of q could be determined. Because of the very
narrow width of the analyzer slits (75 µm) the y-component of q was fixed at 0 for all
detected projectiles. The z-component (pointing in the projectile beam direction) of q is
given by qz = ε/vp, where ε and vp are the energy loss and the speed of the projectiles.
The resolution in the x-, y-, and z-components of q was 0.32, 0.2, and 0.07 a.u. full width
at half maximum (FWHM), respectively.
The H2+ ions produced in the collisions were extracted by a weak electric field of
8 V/cm and then drifted in a field-free region, twice as long as the extraction region,
before hitting another two-dimensional position-sensitive channel-plate detector. From
the position information the y- and z-components of the recoil-ion momentum could be
determined. The two detectors were set in coincidence and the coincidence time is, apart
from a constant offset, equal to the time of flight of the recoil ions from the collision
region to the detector. From it, the x-component of the recoil-ion momentum can be
determined. The momentum resolution in the x-, y-, and z-direction was 0.15, 0.5, and
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0.15 a.u. FWHM, respectively. Finally, the electron momentum was deduced from
momentum conservation by pel = q – prec.

Results and discussion
The FDCS can be presented in many different ways. One common method,
originally introduced to present FDCS for ionization by electron impact (for a review see
e.g. [22]) and later adopted for ion impact (for a review see e.g. [23]) is to fix the
magnitude of q (or equivalently the projectile scattering angle) and the ejected electron
energy and to plot the FDCS as a function of the azimuthal and polar electron emission
angles ϕel and θel. Here, θel is measured relative to the projectile beam axis and ϕel
relative to the transverse component of q (which in our coordinate system is equal to its
x-component qx).

An example of such three-dimensional fully differential angular

distributions of the ejected electrons is shown in Fig. 2 for q = 0.9 a.u..

!

Figure 2: Fully differential, three-dimensional angular distribution of the ejected
electrons taken for the large (left panel) and small (right panel) slit distance and for a
momentum transfer of 0.9 a.u.
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The data in the left panel were taken for the large slit distance and those in the
right panel for the small slit distance. As far as the shape of the angular dependence is
concerned, only relatively small differences between these two data sets were observed.
These differences occur mostly outside the scattering plane, spanned by the initial and
final projectile momenta, where the FDCS maximize.
The similarity between the spectra of Fig. 2 for small and large slit distances is
consistent with the conclusion reported in [20] that the phase angle in the interference
term is not primarily determined by the recoil momentum, but rather by qx. Since qx is
fixed in the data of Fig. 2 the angular shape of the FDCS should then not be affected
much by the interference term. Therefore, in order to extract detailed information about
the phase angle from the data it is advantageous to find a representation of the FDCS in
which qx changes with ϕel and/or θel. One possibility is to generate the fully differential
electron angular distribution for a fixed x-component of prec rather than for fixed q
(which is equivalent to fixing qx because qy = 0 and qz is constant for a fixed electron
energy). In such a presentation each set of ϕel and θel corresponds to a different qx
according to
qx = precx + pel sin ϕel sin θel

(1)

In Fig. 3 the FDCS for precx fixed at -0.2 a.u. (left panel) and +0.2 a.u. (right
panel) are shown for electrons ejected into the scattering plane as a function of θel (i.e. ϕel
is fixed at 90o). Here, we are using a non-conventional coordinate system in which θel
varies between 0 and 360o and ϕel between 0 and 180o. For the angular range 0 to 180o
the x-component of the electron momentum is parallel to qx. It should be noted that the
positive x-direction is determined by qx, i.e. by choice of the coordinate system qx < 0 is
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not possible. Therefore, only the angular ranges 11o to 169o and -11o to 191o are possible
for precx = -0.2 a.u. and precx = 0.2 a.u., respectively; outside these regions qx < 0.
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Figure 3: Fully differential cross sections for electrons ejected into the scattering plane
as a function of the polar emission angle. The x-component of the recoil-ion
momentum was fixed at -0.2 a.u. (left panel) and +0.2 a.u. (right panel). The closed
(open) symbols represent the data taken for the large (small) slit distance. The solid
lines represent the product of the incoherent data with an interference term of the form
1 + αcos(qxD) (see text for details).

The data represented by the closed symbols were taken for the large slit distance
and those represented by the open symbols for the small slit distance. In the case of precx
= -0.2 a.u. no significant differences in the angular dependence of both data sets is found.
However, for precx = 0.2 a.u. and in the angular range θel ≅ 15o to 75o the FDCS for the
coherent beam are systematically smaller than for the incoherent beam.
One disadvantage of analyzing interference effects in the FDCS for electrons
ejected into the scattering plane is that here the angular electron distribution is sharply
peaked, especially for precx = -0.2 a.u. As a result, the variation of the phase angle in the
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interference term is limited to a narrow range for which data can be collected with
sufficient statistics. In order to avoid this problem we also analyzed the azimuthal
angular dependence of the FDCS for fixed polar angles of the ejected electrons. Here, we
switch back to conventional spherical coordinates in which θel runs from 0 to 1800 and ϕel
from 0 to 360o. Since the FDCS are very small for θel > 60o we present the ϕeldependence of the FDCS for (from top to bottom) θel = 15o, 35o, and 55o and for precx = 0.2 a.u. (left panels) and precx = 0.2 a.u. (right panels) in Fig. 4. Here too, as in Fig. 3, the
angular ranges for which no data are shown are kinematically not allowed because qx < 0.
In this representation of the data the structures in the FDCS are much broader than in the
θel-dependence for electrons ejected into the scattering plane. Once again, for precx = -0.2
a.u. only small, but for precx = 0.2 a.u. significant differences between the FDCS for the
coherent and incoherent beams can be seen.
If the projectile beam is coherent for large L and incoherent for small L the ratio
R between the cross sections for these slit distances represents the interference term, as
outlined in [13]. In the following we analyze to what extent the measured ratios are
consistent with the FDCS being affected by interference effects. R is plotted as a
function of ϕel in Fig. 5 for the same kinematic settings (and in the same order) as for the
FDCS of Fig. 4. The horizontal error bars show the angular resolution of the ejected
electrons, which was estimated using a Monte Carlo simulation [24].
Two trends are seen in Fig. 5: first, the interference structure is more pronounced
for positive than for negative precx, and second the interference structure becomes more
pronounced with increasing θel. Since for fixed values of θel, precx, and of the electron
energy ϕel unambiguously determines qx the variation of the interference term with ϕel
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implies that the phase angle depends on qx. In ref. [20] we showed that within a simple,
geometric model the position of the interference extrema in the measured scattering angle
dependence of the double differential cross section ratios between the coherent and
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Figure 4: Fully differential cross sections as a function of the azimuthal electron
ejection angle for fixed polar angles of 15o (top panels), 35o (center panels), and 55o
(bottom panels). The x-component of the recoil-ion momentum was fixed at -0.2 a.u.
(left panels) and +0.2 a.u. (right panels). Symbols as in Fig. 3.

incoherent beams can be fitted quite well by an interference term of the form I = 1 +
αcos(qxD) with D = 2 a.u. and α = 0.5. This relation, with qx determined from equation
(1), is shown in Fig. 5 as the solid curves.

The constant α in I accounts for the

“damping” of the interference due to incomplete coherence even for the large slit distance
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Figure 5: Fully differential cross section ratios between the large and small slit
distance data of Fig. 4. The solid and dashed lines were obtained from 1 + αcos(qxD)
and equation (1) with D = 2 a.u. and 1.4 a.u., respectively, and the dotted curve from 1
+ αsin(qxD)/(qxD) and D = 1.4 a.u.
and due to experimental resolution effects. In all cases the measured R are very well
reproduced by this calculated I. The same interference term, multiplied by the incoherent
FDCS, also reproduces the coherent FDCS for the scattering plane plotted in Fig. 3 (solid
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curves). This supports the conclusion of ref. [20] suggesting that the phase angle in the
interference term is primarily determined by qx.
One important question to be answered is what implication of the dominance of qx
in the phase angle may be drawn regarding the type of interference that leads to the
structures in R. As mentioned above, originally we believed that the interference was due
to indistinguishable diffraction of the projectile wave from the two atomic centers in the
molecule [13,16]. In this case the interference term was thought to be given by [25]
I = 1 + cos(prec•d)

(2a)

or

I = 1 + sin(precd)/(precd)

(2b)

depending on whether the molecular orientation is fixed or random. Here, d is the
internuclear separation vector. Neither expression reproduces our measured R.
In ref. [20] we considered two possibilities to explain this observation. First, the
phase angle in molecular two-center interference may not be primarily determined by
prec, but rather by qx. But even then the dimension of the diffracting structure should still
be given by the internuclear distance d, which is 1.4 a.u. for H2. Second, the dominant
contribution to the interference may be due to some type other than two-center molecular
interference. More specifically, we considered the possibility of first- and higher-order
ionization amplitudes interfering with each other (to which we referred as single-center
interference). Such interference contributions were also reported in coherent calculations
[8,11]. The impact-parameters that contribute to the cross section at a specific scattering
angle tend to be larger for first-order than for higher-order processes. This type of
interference can therefore also be interpreted as due to different (indistinguishable)
impact parameters leading to the same scattering angle. The requirement for observable
interference is then that the transverse coherence length must be larger than the
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separation in the impact-parameter distribution for the first- and higher order
contributions. In order to test whether the FDCS are sensitive enough to distinguish
between single- and two-center interference, in Fig. 5 expressions (2a) and (2b), with prec
replaced by qx and d = 1.4 a.u. and the damping factor α inserted, are plotted as dashed
and dotted curves, respectively. Equation (2a) assumes that the molecule is always
aligned along qx, which yields the most pronounced interference structure. Since the
molecular orientation is not measured and we don’t know whether the orientation is
random, the measured R should be compared to the region between the dashed and dotted
curves.
In most cases, the data seem to favor D = 2 a.u., i.e. single-center interference.
However, the differences between both dimensions are not of sufficient significance to
base a firm conclusion on them. Furthermore, it should be kept in mind that the data of
ref. [20] suggested a rather weak, but not an absent dependence of the phase angle on prec.
Therefore, a third possibility is that both two-center molecular (with the phase angle
being determined by prec) and single center interference are present in the data. The data
strongly suggest that in this case the contributions from the latter would be larger.

Conclusions and outlook
In summary, we have performed a fully differential study of projectile coherence
effects in ionization of H2. Differences in the measured cross sections depending on the
transverse coherence length are confirmed by the present data. The ratio between the
fully differential angular distributions of the ejected electrons for fixed energy and recoilion momentum for a coherent and an incoherent beam can be well described by an
interference term in which the phase angle is primarily determined by the transverse
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projectile momentum transfer.

However, the FDCS are not sensitive enough to

distinguish between two-center molecular and single-center interference. In order to shed
more light on this important point we will perform further fully differential measurements
varying kinematic parameters: first, we plan to repeat the experiment for a larger
projectile energy loss and for a different initial projectile energy. Both parameters should
have an effect on the impact parameter range contributing to ionization and thereby on
the phase angle for single-center interference, while the internuclear separation of the
molecule, which enters in the phase angle for two-center interference, is not affected.
Second, we will measure FDCS for ionization of helium using proton beams of varying
coherence length, for which molecular two-center interference obviously cannot
contribute.
This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under grant no.
PHY-1401586.
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Abstract
We have performed a kinematically complete experiment on ionization
of H2 by 75 keV proton impact. The triple differential cross sections (TDCS)
extracted from the measurement were compared to a molecular 3-body
distorted wave (M3DW) calculation for three different electron ejection
geometries. Overall, the agreement between experiment and theory is better
than in the case of a helium target for the same projectile. Nevertheless,
significant quantitative discrepancies remain, which probably result from the
capture channel, which may be strongly coupled to the ionization channel.
Therefore, improved agreement could be expected from a non-perturbative
coupled-channel approach.
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Introduction
The description of the temporal and spatial evolution of a system as simple as
three charged mutually interacting particles is a formidable theoretical challenge.
Examples of such systems are ionization of atoms and molecules by electron or ion
impact. The most sensitive experimental tests of theoretical models are offered by fully
differential cross sections (FDCS), i.e. cross sections for which all independent kinematic
parameters describing the system are fixed. For electron impact, FDCS for ionization of
atomic targets have been obtained for several decades [e.g. 1-5 and references therein] by
measuring the momentum vectors of two of the three particles and determining the third
momentum vector from the kinematic conservation laws. The enormous challenge that
theory is facing is reflected by the fact that only over the last 15 years satisfactory
agreement with experiment was obtained even for the most simple target atoms [e.g. 6-8].
In the case of molecular targets the orientation of the internuclear axis represents an
additional degree of freedom, which therefore has to be measured in addition to two
momentum vectors in order to extract FDCS. Such experiments were only performed in
recent years [9,10].
For ion impact, FDCS measurements are much more difficult because the much
larger projectile mass results in extremely small (for heavy fast ions immeasurably small)
scattering angles and energy losses relative to the initial energy. Only with the advent of
cold target recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS) (for reviews see [11,12])
FDCS measurements for ion impact became feasible and since then numerous
experiments were reported [e.g. 13-23]. Here, the agreement between experiment and
theory is much less satisfactory [e.g. 24-26]. To the best of our knowledge no FDCS
measurements have been performed yet for molecular targets. As far as the counterpart
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to a FDCS experiment for atomic targets is concerned, i.e. the measurement of 2
momentum vectors, but not the molecular orientation, we are aware of only two reported
experiments [27,28]. We refer to the cross sections extracted from these measurements
as triple differential cross sections (TDCS) to distinguish them from truly fully
differential data where the molecular orientation is fixed. In one of these studies the
interest was focused on a molecular auto-ionization process, in which the electronic states
are coupled to the nuclear motion [27]. The second experiment [28] was motivated by
molecular interference effects which were reported earlier in double differential ejected
electron [e.g. 29,30] and scattered projectile spectra [31].
About three years ago, we demonstrated that one important requirement to
observe interference patterns in the projectile scattering angle dependence of the cross
sections is that the projectile beam must be coherent, i.e. the dimension coherently
illuminated by the projectile beam must be larger than the size of the diffracting object
[32]. Such coherence effects were confirmed in several follow-up experiments and
subsequently also observed in different collision systems and for other processes [28,3336]. In these references the lack of transverse projectile coherence has been blamed for
puzzling discrepancies between experiment and theory [e.g. 13] which were vividly
debated for more than a decade. A thorough analysis of the role of the projectile
coherence properties could therefore be quite important in order to advance our
understanding of the few-body dynamics in atomic fragmentation processes.
Furthermore, our recent studies on molecular targets revealed that in some cases the
interference structures observed in the experimental spectra for a coherent projectile
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beam, initially thought to be due to molecular two-center interference, are probably due
to a different type (single-center) of interference [28,34].
In the study reported in this article our interest was not primarily focused on
projectile coherence effects. Rather, the aim was to test the theoretical description of
ionization of simple molecules by relatively slow proton impact.

To this end we

measured TDCS for a variety of different electron ejection geometries. Since theory
assumes a coherent projectile beam the experiment was performed preparing a beam with
a large coherence length.

Experiment
The experiment was performed at the Cockroft-Walton accelerator of the
Missouri University of Science & Technology. A proton beam was generated with a hotcathode ion source and extracted through a 0.5 mm aperture. Other beam components
were removed using a Wien filter. After focusing the beam by an electrostatic lens it was
collimated by a second aperture with a diameter of 1.5 mm located 45 cm from the lens.
The protons were accelerated to an energy of 75 keV. The beam was then further
collimated by a pair of slits, oriented along the x- and y-directions, with a width of 150
µm located about 150 cm from the second aperture and 50 cm before the target. With
this slit geometry a transverse coherence length of about 3.3 a.u. was realized, which is
significantly larger than the inter-nuclear distance in H2 of 1.4 a.u. The projectile beam
was then intersected with a very cold (T < 2 K) H2 beam from a supersonic gas jet. The
beam component which did not charge exchange in collisions with the target or with the
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rest gas (the vacuum throughout the beam line was better than 2.6 x 10-7 mbar) was
selected by a switching magnet.
The scattered protons were decelerated to an energy of 5 keV, energy-analyzed
using an electrostatic parallel plate analyzer [37], and detected by a two-dimensional
position-sensitive micro-channel-plate (MCP) detector. The entrance and exit slits of the
analyzer are very narrow (≈ 75 µm) in one direction (which we define to be the ydirection), but long (≈ 2.5 cm) in the other direction, the x-direction. Therefore, for all
detected protons the y-component of the momentum transfer q was fixed at 0 (within the
experimental resolution) and qx was unambiguously determined by the x-position on the
detector. To a very good approximation qz is given by qz = ε/vo, where ε and vo are the
energy loss and speed of the projectile, respectively.

The energy resolution of the

detected protons of 3 eV full width at half maximum (FWHM) corresponds to a
resolution in qz of 0.07 a.u.

The resolution in qx and qy was 0.32 a.u. FWHM

(corresponding to a scattering angle resolution of 0.1 mrad FWHM) and 0.2 a.u. FWHM,
respectively.
The recoiling H2+ ions were extracted by a weak electric field (8V/cm) pointing in
the x-direction over a distance of 10 cm before traversing a field-free drift region 20 cm
in length. They were then detected also by a two-dimensional position-sensitive MCP
detector which was set in coincidence with the projectile detector. From the position
information the two momentum components in the plane perpendicular to the extraction
field (the yz-plane) were obtained. The coincidence time yields the time-of-flight of the
recoil ions from the collision region to the detector and thereby the x-component of the
recoil-ion momentum.
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To calibrate the recoil-ion momentum spectra, we also recorded coincidences
between neutralized projectiles (detected by a second projectile detector) and recoil ions
produced in a capture process. In this case the recoil momentum in the z-direction precz is
given by (Ii – If)/vo – vo/2 (where If and Ii are the ionization potentials of the target and
the neutralized projectiles, respectively) and thus takes discrete values reflecting the final
states of the captured electron. Since two capture lines could be resolved in the precz
spectrum the calibration for this direction was straight-forward. The transformation
factor from position to momentum for the y-direction is the same as for the z-direction
because of the cylindrical symmetry of the COLTRIMS apparatus.

The position

corresponding to precy = 0 can easily be determined by the required symmetry of the
spectrum about precy = 0 arising because the coincidences were recorded for all detected
neutralized projectiles without any selection of q.

Finally, the recoil momentum

spectrum in the x-direction was calibrated by analyzing the two-dimensional momentum
spectrum in the xy-plane. Here, too, the integration over all q leads to a required
(circular) symmetry about precx = precy = 0. Therefore, the calibration parameters for the
x-direction were obtained by generating a perfectly circular shape of the two-dimensional
recoil momentum distribution. The momentum resolution in the x-, y-, and z-direction
was 0.15, 0.5, and 0.15 a.u. FWHM, respectively. The relatively large resolution for the
y-direction is mostly due to the target temperature, which is significantly larger in the
direction of the gas expansion (y-direction) than in the plane perpendicular to the
expansion.
Using momentum conservation the electron momentum is given by pel = q – prec.
The TDCS will be presented differential in the solid angles of the projectiles and the
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electrons and differential in the electron energy. Therefore, the electron momentum was
converted from Cartesian to spherical coordinates in the data analysis software.
Results and Discussion
In Fig. 1 we present experimental (left panel) and theoretical (right panel) triple
differential, three-dimensional angular distributions of the ejected electrons. The arrows
labelled po and q indicate the directions of the initial projectile momentum (which defines
the positive z-axis) and of the momentum transfer (which lies in the xz plane and qx
defines the positive x-axis). These two vectors span the scattering plane and in the
following we refer to the xy- and yz-planes as the azimuthal and perpendicular planes,
respectively (note that these definitions are different than those often used in electron
scattering). The electron energy is fixed at Eel = 14.6 eV and the magnitude of the

Figure 1: Experimental (left panel) and theoretical (right panel) three-dimensional
plot of the triple differential cross sections for the electron energy fixed at 14.6 eV
and the magnitude of the momentum transfer fixed at 0.9 a.u.
momentum transfer at 0.9 a.u. It should be noted that the recoil-ion momentum is
typically of the same order of magnitude as the electron momentum. Since the mass of
the recoil ion is 3 to 4 orders of magnitude larger than the electron mass the recoil-ion
energy is negligible (a few meV or less). The projectile energy loss is then given by the
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sum of the ejected electron energy and the ionization potential (ε = 30 eV for Eel = 14.6
eV).

The calculation is based on the Molecular 3-Body Distorted Wave (M3DW)

approach, which was described in detail previously [38].
The basic features in the experimental data are reproduced by theory. More
specifically, a pronounced peak structure, approximately in the direction of q (which is
usually called the binary peak) is seen both in the measured and calculated plots. At the
same time, neither in the experimental nor in the theoretical data significant contributions
are observed in the direction of –q, where often the so-called recoil peak is observed.
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Figure 2: Triple differential cross sections for electrons with an energy of 14.6 eV
ejected into the scattering plane as a function of the polar electron emission angle. The
magnitude of the momentum transfer is fixed at 0.71 a.u. (upper left), 0.9 a.u. (upper
right), 1.21 a.u. (lower left), and 1.86 a.u. (lower right). Solid curves: M3DW
calculations (see text).
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However, a closer inspection reveals some differences, as well. In the experimental plot
a “shoulder” can be seen in the region of negative pelx and positive pelz, which is not
present in the calculation. Furthermore, the binary peak in the experimental plot as a
function of the polar angle (measured clockwise relative to the z-axis in the coordinate
system of Fig. 1) appears to be somewhat narrower than in the theoretical plot. In order
to analyze these discrepancies in more detail, we will discuss cuts of selected electron
ejection planes through the three-dimensional TDCS.
In Fig. 2 we show TDCS for electrons with an energy of 14.6 eV ejected into the
scattering plane as a function of the polar electron ejection angle θel (where 00 to 1800 is
on the binary peak side of the scattering plane and 1800 to 3600 is on the recoil peak
side). The magnitude of the momentum transfer was fixed at 0.71 a.u. (upper left), 0.9
a.u. (upper right), 1.21 a.u. (lower left), and 1.86 a.u. (lower right). The arrow indicates
the direction of q in each case and the solid curves show our M3DW calculations. The
shape of the angular dependence of the TDCS has some features in common with
corresponding data which we obtained earlier for 75 keV p + He collisions [14,39]: a)
With increasing q the centroid of the binary peak is increasingly shifted in the forward
direction relative to q. b) No recoil peak is observed for any q, while for many other
collision systems a clear recoil peak is visible at least for small q [13,16-21]. c) With
increasing q the experimental binary peak becomes increasingly narrow relative to the
theoretical widths. d) The shoulder in the binary peak, or even separate peak structure, in
the region of negative pelx and positive pelz, mentioned in the context of Fig. 1 already,
decreases in intensity (relative to the binary peak) with increasing q
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The forward shift relative to q is due to the post-collision interaction (PCI)
between the scattered projectile and the outgoing electron which was already raised to the
!
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Figure 3: Triple differential cross sections for electrons with an energy of 14.6 eV
ejected along the surface of a cone with an opening angle of 35o (45o for q = 1.86 a.u.)
as a function of the azimuthal electron emission angle. q was fixed at the same values
as in Fig. 2. Solid curves as in Fig. 2.

continuum by a preceding primary interaction with the projectile. A recent systematic
study of PCI as a function of q revealed that it becomes increasingly important with
increasing q [21], in accordance with the present data and those of refs. 14 and 39.
Regarding the absence of the recoil peak, it was already demonstrated about a decade ago
that it can be strongly suppressed by a combination of PCI and the projectile – target
nucleus interaction [40]. A peak structure in the region of negative pelx and positive pelz
was also observed in calculations for target ionization by highly-charged ion impact [41].
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It was interpreted, using a classical picture, in terms of a higher-order process in which
the projectile passes the target nucleus at the opposite side from the location of the active
electron. The target nucleus and the electron are then deflected in opposite directions by
their interaction with the projectile. Since the nucleus is closer to the projectile than the
electron, it suffers a larger deflection and thus primarily determines the direction of q.
The electron will therefore be ejected with a momentum in the x-direction opposite to qx
(i.e. pelx < 0). At present we cannot offer an explanation for the smaller width of the
binary peak compared to theory.

However, overall the data of Fig. 2 seem to be

consistent with previous data and also with our current understanding of the reaction
dynamics in ionizing collisions.
The qualitative agreement between theory and experiment is satisfactory in so far
as the position of the binary peak is reasonably reproduced and that a negligibly small
recoil peak (compared to the binary peak) is confirmed by theory. However, there are
also some significant discrepancies: a) Except for the smallest q the absolute overall
magnitude is smaller in the calculation by a factor ranging from 1.5 for q = 0.9 a.u. and
2.5 for the largest q.

b) As mentioned already, the width of the binary peak is

overestimated by theory. c) The shoulder on the left wing of the binary peak in the
calculation becomes more pronounced with increasing q, while in the measured data it
becomes more important with decreasing q. Nevertheless, and somewhat surprising
considering that H2 is more complex than He, the overall agreement between theory and
experiment is notably better than for 75 keV p + He collisions [14,39].
The three-dimensional plots of Fig. 1 show that the TDCS for electron ejection
into the azimuthal plane is very small. Therefore, in order to study the dependence of the
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TDCS on the azimuthal electron ejection angle φel, we present in Fig. 3 data for the polar
electron angle fixed at θel = 35o, rather than θel = 90o, which would select the azimuthal
plane, and for q fixed at the same values as in Fig. 2. For the largest q the TDCS
maximize around θel = 45o and here the polar angle is fixed at this value.

This

corresponds to a geometry in which all electrons are emitted along the surface of a cone
with an opening angle of 35o or 45o, respectively, about the projectile beam axis. The
azimuthal angular axis in the plots of Fig. 3 is unconventional in so far as φel is the angle
between the projection of pel onto the xy-plane and the positive y-axis, rather than the
positive x-axis. With this convention φel = 90o coincides with the direction of the
transverse component of q (i.e. qx).
The φel – dependence of the TDCS for emission along this conical surface is once
again dominated by the binary peak at 90o. Nevertheless, the TDCS near 270o (which
coincides with the direction of –qx), i.e. in the region where the recoil peak is often
observed, is significantly larger than in the scattering plane. However, there is still no
peak structure and, in fact, for q = 0.7 a.u. a minimum is found at 2700. The relatively
large cross section in this region is mostly due to the significantly larger width of the
binary peak in the φel – dependence compared to the θel – dependence. This difference in
width, in turn, is a clear signature of significant higher-order contributions because in a
first-order treatment the TDCS must be cylindrically symmetric about q.
The agreement between theory and experiment for the φel – dependence of the
TDCS is somewhat better than for the scattering plane. As far as the overall magnitude is
concerned the discrepancies for both geometries are about the same. However, the width
of the binary peak in the experimental data is much better reproduced by theory for the φel
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– dependence, although it is still underestimated in the case of q = 0.7 a.u. On the other
hand, in the region φel = 180o to 360o, the theoretical TDCS (after adjusting the
magnitude to match the binary peak) is too small for the two smaller values of q. Recall
that the condition θel = 35o (or 45o) selects electron momenta with positive pelz.
Therefore, the contributions in this angular region (for which pelx < 0) are part of the
shoulder to the binary peak which we discussed already in the context of the three-
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Figure 4: Same as Fig. 2 for electron ejection into the perpendicular plane.

dimensional plots and which we explained in terms of a higher-order process involving
the projectile – target nucleus interaction. The discrepancies in this region are thus
indicative for an incomplete description of such higher-order contributions.

Fully

differential data for other collision systems have previously led us to similar conclusions
[e.g. 14,17,39].
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Finally, in Fig. 4 we present the TDCS for electrons ejected into the perpendicular
plane, again for the same values of q as in Fig. 2. Basically, the cross sections drop
monotonically and steeply with increasing θel. Similar to the scattering plane, here too
the shape of the angular dependence is analogous to 75 keV p + He collisions [39]. For
this geometry we obtain the worst agreement between experiment and theory. The
discrepancies in the overall magnitude are larger than for the other two cases, especially
for the two largest values of q. Furthermore, theory predicts maxima at θel = 180o,
especially for large q, which are not present in the data. Finally, the decrease in the
TDCS with increasing θel is even steeper than in the measured data, especially at small q.
At q = 1.86 a.u., theory predicts another peak structure around θel = 45o. The error bars in
the experimental TDCS for this q are too large to determine whether there is a maximum
at θel > 0.
Conclusions
We have measured and calculated triple differential cross sections for ionization
of H2 by 75 keV p impact for three different electron ejection geometries. Pronounced
signatures of higher-order contributions, especially those involving the projectile – target
nucleus interaction, are seen in the data, which is not surprising for the relatively large
perturbation parameter η (projectile charge to speed ratio) of 0.6. The comparison
between experiment and theory shows reasonable qualitative agreement, but there are
also substantial quantitative discrepancies. Considering that the calculation is based on a
perturbative approach, these discrepancies may not seem all that surprising. However, it
should be noted that η is not the only important factor for the range of validity of a
theoretical model. In fact, for fast, highly charged ion impact at similar (or even larger) η
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better agreement with perturbative methods accounting for higher-order effects has been
achieved [e.g. 18,42]. One important difference for the collision system studied here is
that due to the low projectile charge state the same η corresponds to a much smaller
projectile speed than for highly charged ions. This, in turn, means that the capture
channel, which may be strongly coupled to the ionization channel and for which the cross
section strongly depends on the projectile speed, becomes much more important. The
present results thus suggest that in the kinematic regime studied here numerically
improved agreement could be obtained by a non-perturbative coupled-channel approach.
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SECTION

2. CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation is comprised of four papers. The essence of the experimental
method used in the first three papers is that the width of the projectile wave-packet could
be controlled by the geometry of a collimating slit place before the target region.
Consequently, a projectile beam could be prepared where width of the projectile wavepacket is either larger (coherent) or smaller (incoherent) than the target dimensions. Paper
I describes an experimental study of projectile coherence effects for single electron
capture from H2 and He by proton impact. Differential cross sections (DCS) for single
capture from a diatomic molecular target H2 by 25 and 75 keV protons and from a
monoatomic target He by 25 keV protons were measured as a function of the projectile
scattering angle. Significant differences between the coherent and the incoherent DCS
were observed for all of the above-mentioned cases. For 75 keV p + H2, the coherent
DCS (DCScoh) oscillate about the incoherent DCS (DCSinc). This pattern was interpreted
as due to molecular two-center interference.
For 25 keV p + H2, the DCScoh were also observed to be significantly different
than DCSinc, which further confirms the importance of the projectile coherence
properties. However, in this case the IT was qualitatively different as compared to 75 keV
p + H2. For 25 keV p + He, clear differences between DCScoh and DCSinc were observed
as well. Surprisingly, the IT in the case of He (atomic target) was observed to be very
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similar to 25 keV p + H2 (molecular target). This suggests that the interference effects for
the 25 keV cases could not be described by molecular two-center interference. Although,
the contributions from two-center interference couldn’t be entirely ruled out for 25 keV p
+ H2, the similarity between IT for an atomic and the H2 target indicates that this is at
least not the dominant contribution. The same conclusion can also be drawn for
dissociative capture in 25 keV p + H2 collisions, for which IT also closely resembles the
one for capture from He.
In paper I we proposed that the dominant interference observed for a projectile
energy of 25 keV is due to a coherent superposition of first- and higher-order transition
amplitudes (especially those involving the projectile – target nucleus interaction), to
which we referred as single-center interference. An analogous interpretation for the case
of ionization of helium by fast ion impact has been supported by recent FDCS
measurements for proton impact [38]. This idea was further pursued in paper II, which
describes a kinematically complete experiment on single ionization of H2 by 75 keV
proton impact. While significant differences between the coherent and incoherent DDCS
as a function of projectile angles (θ) were confirmed, only small differences were found
in the recoil-ion and electron momentum dependence of the measured cross sections.
This shows that the phase angle in the IT is primarily determined by the momentum
transfer rather than by the recoil-ion momentum. Since the phase angle for molecular
two-center interference is believed to be determined by the recoil-ion momentum, this is
indicative that in ionization of H2, as in capture by 25 keV proton impact, single center
interference dominates over two-center interference.

However, an alternative

explanation, which cannot be ruled out yet (at least not on the basis of the data presented
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in this thesis), is that even in molecular two-center interference the phase angle is not
primarily determined by the recoil-ion momentum.
Another important conclusion presented in paper II is related to a theoretical
analysis which was recently presented by Feagin and Hargreaves. Although they
acknowledged that projectile coherence properties can influence measured cross sections,
they argued that this should not be viewed as wave-packet (de)coherence. Rather, they
asserted that the DDCS measured for an incoherent beam can be reproduced by averaging
the cross sections for an entirely coherent beam over the complete range of angles
subtended by the collimating slit at the target. However, in this analysis they had to
assume that the angular spread in the incoming projectile beam for the incoherent beam
had to be about 2 mrad in order to reproduce the experimental data. In order to test their
analysis they suggested to not only measure the projectile scattering angle directly, but to
also determine it from the sum of the electron and recoil-ion momenta. If the DDCS for
the coherent and incoherent projectiles were then extracted with the additional conditions
that the scattering angle measured directly and determined form the target fragments were
the same the differences in these cross sections, Feagin and Hargreaves argued, should go
away. This test was performed and it was found that a) there was no significant difference
in the resolution between the coherent and the incoherent beam, b) the resolution was
about an order of magnitude better than what was assumed by Feagin and Hargreaves for
the incoherent beam and that c) the condition consequently had no significant effect on
the comparison between measured DDCS for a coherent and an incoherent beam. The
results of this test thus clearly demonstrate that the explanation of Feagin and Hargreaves
for the differences between the DDCS for a coherent and an incoherent beam is not
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correct and that these differences are clearly not merely due to experimental resolution
effects.
In paper three, FDCS measurements have been reported for single ionization of
H2 by 75 keV proton impact. Here, fully differential, three-dimensional ejected electron
momentum spectra (for fixed q) were deduced for a coherent and an incoherent projectile
beam. The differences between coherent and incoherent FDCS were found to be very
weak. In the previous paper it was inferred that the ratios between the coherent and
incoherent cross section seem to be sensitive to momentum transfer rather than the recoilion momentum. Therefore, the FDCS were measured for fixed prec, so that variations in
cross sections alongside q could be analyzed. It was observed that in the θel dependence,
the coherent and incoherent cross sections were narrowly distributed, which makes it
difficult to observe differences between them. Therefore, the ϕel dependence of the cross
sections was analyzed for fixed polar angles of the ejected electron. Here, clear variations
between the coherent and incoherent FDCS were observed and the differences enhanced
significantly with increasing θel. As of now there are no theoretical studies that relate the
IT with momentum transfer, however, a simple model is presented, which predicts that
the momentum transfer determines the phase angle in the IT for single center
interference. The experimental data were compared to the IT = 1 + α cos(qt D). A best fit
of IT to the experimental data is obtained using D = 2 a.u., which corresponds to the
average difference between impact parameters for the first and higher order contributions.
Although, the FDCS do not provide conclusive evidence, the IT for single-center
interference seems to reproduce the experimental data better than for two-center
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interference. Therefore, various experimental studies have been considered for further
analysis of these effects and are discussed below.
In Paper IV, the FDCS for varying electron ejection geometries were reported
for ionization of H2 by 75 keV proton impact. Rather than the projectile coherence
properties, this study focuses primarily on the understanding of few-body aspects through
FDCS measurements and their comparison with theoretical results. In this study, only
coherent cross sections were discussed because the theoretical model which the data were
compared to assume a coherent projectile beam. Signatures of higher order contributions
were observed in the three dimensional angular distribution of ejected electron momenta.
The ejected electron momentum distribution was observed to be asymmetric about q in
the scattering plane. In contrast, for a first-order process this distribution should be
symmetric about q. In the scattering plane it was observed that, qualitatively, the
molecular 3-body distorted wave (M3DW) calculations reasonably reproduce the
experimental data. However, quantitatively, the cross sections differ significantly. It was
also observed that with increasing momentum transfer the binary peak shifts increasingly
in the forward direction relative to q. These results are interpreted in terms of the post
collision interactions (PCI), between the scattered projectile and the ejected electron,
becoming increasingly important with increasing q and similar behavior was also
observed for ionization of He and Li [39]. In the perpendicular plane and azimuthal plane
too, the experimental data are qualitatively well reproduced but the quantitative
discrepancies are significant. Essentially, perturbative models with similar η, that
incorporate higher order effects, have been able to reproduce experimental data for
collisions with very fast projectiles reasonably well. However, one major reason for these
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discrepancies in current experimental study may be the capture channel that could be
strongly coupled to ionization channel due to lower projectile speed.

Thus, these

discrepancies are expected to be addressed better by a non-perturbative coupled-channel
approach. For fast ion impact, in contrast, the capture channel is entirely negligible
because of the very steep decrease of the capture cross sections with increasing projectile
energy.
In order to probe interference effects further, different experimental studies, that
are capable of distinguishing between one-center and two-center interference effects, are
intended to be performed. Therefore, two possibilities have been considered. First, the
ionization of H2 will be studied by 75 keV proton impact, for larger projectile energy
losses. On average, larger energy losses result from collisions with smaller impact
parameters. Consequently, relative to single-center interference the effective size of the
target entering in the phase angle is reduced. In contrast, for two-center interference the
effective size of the target is determined by the inter-nuclear separation of the molecule,
which remains the same regardless of the energy loss of the projectile. Second, a
kinematically complete study on ionization of He (an atomic target) by 75 keV protons
with varied coherence length is intended to be performed. The advantage of this study is
that molecular two-center interference can be entirely ruled out. Therefore, if differences
between coherent and incoherent cross sections still persist these can clearly be
associated with single-center interference. These experimental studies are ongoing and
are expected to further enhance our knowledge about projectile coherence effects in near
future.
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